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Preface  
I hope you find this handbook both challenging and 
rewarding. It will challenge you to know yourself better 
by asking you to remember, describe, do some soul-
searching, and explain. It will reward you by helping you 
move closer toward your college degree. 

You probably have acquired college-level learning 
through a variety of life experiences. In this handbook, 
you will find step-by-step instructions for identifying and 
expressing this learning in a prior learning portfolio. This 
portfolio then can be submitted to your college or univer-
sity for assessment for college credit. 

You can use the handbook alone or as part of a one-credit 
course offered by the Indiana University Independent 
Study Program. 

If you have not already done so, I strongly encourage you 
to contact an academic advisor at the college or university 
where you plan to pursue your degree before starting the 
activities in this handbook. Together, you and your 
advisor can develop a plan for attaining your degree that 
will include credits earned by portfolio. 

The handbook is divided into two major sections. Part I, 
"Introduction to the Prior Learning Portfolio," explains 
the meaning of experiential learning and college credit, 
and the overall purpose and structure of the prior learn-
ing portfolio. This section also will help you develop a 
personal plan to complete your degree and portfolio. Part 
II, ''Assembling the Portfolio," explains step by step the 
process of portfolio preparation and provides examples 
of each of the portfolio's major elements. 
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There are two appendices. Appendix I contains an 
example of a completed portfolio; appendix II contains 
worksheets for the activities presented throughout the 
handbook. 

This handbook represents my ten years' experience assist-
ing students in the preparation of prior learning port-
folios. These portfolios have helped many students gain 
greater self-understanding and confidence, and have 
accelerated the attainment of their college degrees. Here's 
hoping that yours does the same for you. 
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Part I  
Introduction to the Prior  
Learning Portfolio  



1 Experiential  
Learning  
We acquire learning throughout the whole of our 

lives. We may learn for our own enjoyment, or we 
may learn because of changes in our personal, family, 
professional, or social lives. Our job responsibilities, for 
example, might require that we brush up on our super-
visory skills. We could do this by the ''hard knocks" 
process of trial and error, or we could read books and 
magazine articles and then apply what we learn. Our 
employer might sponsor a seminar on the topic or 
encourage enrollment in a college or university course. 
The knowledge we gain from life experiences is called 
experiential learning or self-acquired competencies. 
Experiential learning results from a variety of formal and 
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informal, structured and unstructured experiences in our 
lives. 

Experiential learning occurs more often than one might 
think. One researcher discovered that "about 90 percent 
of all adults -conduct at least one major learning effort 
each year. The average person conducts five distinct learn-
ing projects per year ... in five distinct areas of knowl-
edge, skill, or personal change. The person spends an 
average of 100 hours per learning effort each year, which 
adds up to a total investment of 500 hours in all of his or 
her efforts in the year. That is almost 10 hours a week on 
the average-a lot of time!" (Allen Tough, ''Interests of 
Adult Learners," The Modern American College. Arthur W. 
Chickering and Associates, San Francisco/Jossey-Bass, 
1981: 297) In this study, "the entire range of learning 
efforts, not just learning in courses and at conferences" 
was identified and analyzed. 

Take a few minutes to complete the first part of 
Worksheet A, Experiential and School-Sponsored Learn-
ing Situations (pages 100-101). It will convince you-if 
indeed you need convincing-that you possess self-
acquired competencies. 

Under the major heading "Experiential Learning Situa-
tions," you will find three subheadings: "Experience," 
"Time," and ''Learning." List your major non-school 
learning experiences under "Experience," indicate the 
amount of time you spent in each experience under 
"Time," and briefly describe the learning you gained 
under ''Learning." For example: 
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Experience Time Learning 

Sunday School 
Teacher 

3 years developing a lesson 
plan, interpreting Bible 
stories, learning about 
the psychology of 
preadolescents 

Marketing 
Manager 

7 years designing, monitoring, 
and evaluating sales 
programs 

List the experiential learning situations you have had 
over the "past 12 months," "past 5 to 10 years," and 
"since high-school graduation." (Note: You may photo-
copy any of the handbook's worksheets if you need addi-
tional copies.) 

Experiential Learning vs. School-Sponsored Learning 
Learning takes place both formally and experientially, 
both in and out of school. In experiential learning situa-
tions, however, we usually are motivated much more by 
our personal needs and interests. As a result, we take 
greater responsibility for controlling and directing the 
learning process than we do in formal school-sponsored 
situations, which are usually less self-directed and more 
dependent on a set curriculum. Often we come to experi-
ential learning situations with very specific questions that 
need answers right away. Consequently, our learning 
may be more intense than when we formally attend 
school, where the need to know may at times seem 
utterly remote. 

It's important to realize, however, that needing to know a 
specific answer may make experiential learning less com-
prehensive and objective than school-sponsored learning. 
We may be interested only in the answers to a very 
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specific set of questions and not in the underlying prin-
ciples that support the answers or shed light on an issue's 
other perspectives. For example, our questions about 
whether to invest in a particular stock may be answered 
adequately without prolonged discussions of financial 
theories and economic history. 

Experiential learning, then, may lack some of the theoreti-
cal basis that is the ''bread and butter" of college and 
university courses. This, of course, does not invalidate 
experiential learning. It simply is a point that should be 
considered as you develop your portfolio and are called 
upon to demonstrate that your experiential knowledge is 
theoretical as well as practical. 

Experiential and school-sponsored learning are certainly 
not opposed to each other; they interconnect at many 
points. As self-directed, experiential learners, we are 
stimulated to learn by life's challenges. We want and seek 
help from professionals and experts to guide and direct 
our efforts. We read books and journals, consult with col-
leagues, enroll in college courses, or take advantage of 
school-sponsored internships and special projects that 
blend ''book learnin"' with "life in the real world." 

However, it is important to recognize the differences 
between the two types of learning. Each has its own set of 
strengths and weaknesses; you will need to address these 
often as you create your portfolio. You constantly will 
need to ask how your experiential learning is equivalent 
to school-sponsored learning and how these two legiti-
mate forms of learning interconnect and "fit'' together. 

To get a clearer sense of the similarities and differences 
between experiential and school-sponsored learning, turn 
back to Worksheet A. Under "School-Sponsored Learning 
Situations," list five or six courses that you took in high 
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school or college. Give the title of each course and briefly 
describe what you learned. Compare this list with the list 
of experiential learning experiences you cited in the first 
section of the worksheet. Note similarities and differences 
in your motivation and between the theoretical and practi-
cal content of each type of learning. 

Receiving College Credit for Experiential Learning 
Having discussed the differences between experiential 
and school-sponsored learning, we now can turn to a 
second question: Is it possible to receive credit toward a 
baccalaureate degree for experiential learning? 

The question is not new. Colleges have heard and 
addressed it by developing placement and challenge 
examinations that allow students to "test out" of courses 
and receive credit toward their degrees or placement in 
more advanced courses. However, with the increase in 
the number of adults who are beginning or returning to 
degree programs, the question of being granted college 
credit for experiential learning recently has become a 
more prominent concern. 

Adult students now have another way to demonstrate 
that their experiential learning is equivalent to college-
level learning and worthy of college credit: the prior 
learning portfolio. This handbook provides a step-by-step 
process to identify and document experiential learning in 
a prior learning portfolio so that it can be accurately 
assessed for college credit. 
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2 College Credit 

I f you have attended college, you probably have a very 
good idea what the word "credit" means as it relates to 

academic studies. If not, this chapter will help you under-
stand what colleges and universities mean by the term. 

What Do Credits and Grades Document? 
Credit identifies a kind of bookkeeping system, a way of 
keeping track of formal learning experiences that, 
coupled with a system of grades, documents the quantity 
and quality of a student's academic achievement. 

Credits document the time spent in instruction and study. 
Because they are differentiated as freshman, sophomore, 
junior, senior, or graduate (usually indicated by an 
ascending course-numbering system: 100,200,300, etc.), 
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credits also document the level of instruction and study. 
Grades document a student's level of success in complet-
ing a course (the minimum satisfactory grade is usually C 
on a scale of A, B, C, D, and F). When a student has spent 
the requisite amount of time at the required levels of 
study and instruction and has achieved a satisfactory 
level of success, a degree is conferred by the school. 

For credit to be granted for experiential learning, you 
must demonstrate that it is equivalent to the time, level of 
instruction and study, and level of success required of stu-
dents in formal college or university courses. 

Time Spent in Instruction and Study 
There is a general agreement that a credit represents 12 to 
15 hours in a classroom setting over a period of about 15 
weeks. The class session is devoted to concentrated study 
of the course material via lectures, discussions, and so on. 
In addition, classroom study is conducted on the assump-
tion that the student engages in a minimum of two hours 
of individual study for each hour spent in class. This time 
consists of reading, completing assignments and projects, 
writing papers, and preparing for examinations. Of 
course, the amount of time spent on ''homework" will 
vary from course to course, but two hours of individual 
study per each hour in class is a good rule of thumb and 
one that I will follow here. 

A credit, then, represents 12 to 15 hours of classroom 
study and 24 to 30 hours of homework, a total of 36 to 45 
hours of study. Even though experiential learning usually 
cannot be divided neatly into classroom and individual 
study time, it must nevertheless represent a substantial 
amount of time spent in learning to warrant the granting 
of credit. Therefore, as far as time spent on learning is 
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concerned, I suggest that you consider each credit to be 
equivalent to 40 to 50 hours of experiential learning. 

Let's try to estimate the amount of time that you've spent 
in experiential learning situations. Use Worksheet B, 
Preliminary Experiential Learning Estimate (page 102), to 
make your calculations. Worksheet Bis divided into six 
columns. For now, you will complete the first three 
columns labeled "Experience," "Learning(s)," and ''Time: 
Experience/Leaming." 

In the ''Experience" column, list two or three experiences 
that provided you with important learning. These could 
include job experiences, volunteer work, personal study, 
projects, hobbies, reading, or formal courses and semi-
nars. Use some of the experiences you listed on Work-
sheet A, Experiential and School-Sponsored Leaming 
Situations (pages 100-101), or other experiences that you 
think might be more appropriate. 

In the "Learning(s)" column, briefly specify what you 
learned from each listed experience. As you develop this 
list, remember that a variety of learnings can be gained 
from one experience. A single volunteer activity, for 
example, might have provided learning experiences in 
public speaking, business management, organizational 
structure, and contemporary social problems. 

After completing the first two columns, you might find 
that Worksheet B gets a little more complicated. In the 
column labeled ''Time," there are two subheadings, 
''Experience" and "Learning." First, estimate the amount 
of time you spent in each listed experience and write 
these amounts under the subheading "Experience." Then, 
estimate the amount of time you spent learning a subject 
during each experience and write these amounts under 
the subheading "Learning." 
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Let me explain by way of example why and how to dif-
ferentiate between experience and learning. A Sunday 
school teacher has taught for three years. Class prepara-
tion and teaching time has averaged 150 hours per year, a 
total of 450 hours for the three-year period. But of these 
450 hours, only 150 actually have involved learning about 
preadolescent psychology (e.g., reading child psychology 
books or discussing ideas with the Sunday school 
director). 

It is important to remember that credit is not granted for 
an experience but for the learning gained from the exper-
ience. Therefore, it is crucial that you carefully differen-
tiate between experience and learning as you prepare 
your case for the granting of college credit. 

Level of Instruction and Study 
Although a rose may be a rose may be a rose, one credit is 
not necessarily the same as another. There are levels of 
credit designated as freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, 
and graduate. University catalog course-numbering sys-
tems usually designate these levels as 100,200,300,400, 
and 500 and above, respectively. 

Experiential learning can occur at any one of these levels. 
However, it must be at least equivalent to freshman, or 
100, level instruction and study to be granted credit 
toward an associate or bachelor's degree. Learning that is 
assessed at below a baccalaureate level-that is, below 
freshman, or 100, level-will not be credited toward col-
lege degrees. 

Practically speaking, you will use the numbers assigned 
to courses in a university catalog to determine the level of 
learning you have achieved through life experiences. For 
example, if you assess that your experiential learning is 
equivalent to a particular 200-numbered sophomore level 
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course, this would be the level of credit that you ordinar-
ily would request for your learning. 

Nonetheless, it is helpful to have some sense of the distin-
guishing features of each level of learning. This is espe-
cially true for the freshman, or 100, level of instruction 
and study because it is the minimum level of learning 
accepted for baccalaureate degrees. For guidance in this 
matter, the descriptions of learning levels developed by 
the American Council on Education (ACE) are helpful. 
ACE assesses courses offered by the United States 
military and by businesses and industry. It then makes 
credit recommendations to colleges and universities 
about these courses. The descriptions of learning levels 
that ACE has developed to assess courses for credit pro-
vide a basis for understanding the differences between 
learning levels and should help you assess your levels of 
experiential learning. 

First of all, ACE draws a distinction between vocational 
and baccalaureate level learning. Vocational learning 
includes course work found in year-long certificate 
programs that provide students with occupational skills. 
In many two-year institutions, vocational learning may 
be found in curricula leading to associate degrees in tech-
nical programs. Course content is specialized, and the 
accompanying shop training emphasizes procedural 
rather than analytical or theoretical skills. 

Baccalaureate level learning is of three kinds: lower 
division, upper division, and graduate. A description of 
each follows: 

1. Lower division baccalaureate level learning includes course 
work found in programs leading to the associate in arts, 
associate in science, and associate in applied science 
degrees as well as introductory level course work found 
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in baccalaureate programs. Emphasis is on learning basic 
principles that have broad judgmental applications. 

2. Upper division baccalaureate level learning includes course 
work usually completed during the last two years of a 
baccalaureate program. Courses generally involve 
specialization of a theoretical or analytical nature beyond 
the introductory level. 

3. Graduate level learning includes course work leading to a 
graduate degree. Courses tend to be oriented toward 
independent study, original research, critical analysis, 
and the scholarly and professional application of the spe-
cialized knowledge within a discipline. 

According to these guidelines, vocational learning is 
knowledge of special procedures and practical ways of 
performing tasks accurately and efficiently. Baccalaureate 
level learning is knowledge of basic principles and theories 
that enables someone to analyze, make judgments, and 
suggest informed alternative options, conclusions, and 
applications. For example, when a carpenter performs the 
steps needed to build a house--measuring, sawing, ham-
mering, and so on-he or she is displaying knowledge of 
the practical procedures necessary for the task and so is 
using vocational learning. But if the carpenter can make 
changes in the building's design or suggest alternative 
construction materials or techniques because of a knowl-
edge of architectural or construction principles, he or she 
is displaying baccalaureate level learning. 

Again, credit toward baccalaureate degrees is granted 
only for experiential learning that is at the baccalaureate 
level. Therefore, an important goal of your portfolio is to 
demonstrate that your experiential learning meets the 
requirements of at least freshman level baccalaureate 
credit. 
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Let's try to apply ACE's descriptions of the levels of learn-
ing to the learnings that you identified on Worksheet B. 
Begin by reflecting on each item of learning that you 
listed in the worksheet's second column. In light of the 
descriptions of learning levels developed by ACE, write 
the level of learning that you gained from each exper-
ience in the column labeled ''Level." Use the following 
codes: 

V = 	 vocational, technical learning 

BL = 	 baccalaureate learning at the lower division, 
freshman or sophomore level (100-200 numbered 
courses) 

BU = 	 baccalaureate learning at the upper division, 
junior or senior level (300-400 numbered courses) 

G = 	 graduate level learning (courses numbered 500 
and above) 

Don't be surprised to discover that you may have learned 
things at a variety of levels from a single experience. 

Level of Success 
The third essential ingredient of college credit is level of 
success. Colleges and universities rely on competent 
faculty not only to provide quality instruction but also to 
assess students' academic performance accurately. Assess-
ment policies and procedures usually are set by the col-
lege or university and then are adapted by the course 
instructor or department. Generally, though, grading 
systems use the following designations to assess 
performance: 
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A = Superior demonstration of competence 
B = Good 

C = Satisfactory 

D = Passing 

F = Unsatisfactory 

Without getting into the specifics of what letter grades 
might mean in specific courses and to specific instructors, 
I believe that each of us has a fairly good sense of what 
constitutes satisfactory performance. Therefore, let your 
common sense understanding of satisfactory performance 
be your guide as you assess your experiential learning. 
Turn once again to Worksheet Bon page 102. Assess the 
level of success for each learning experience that you've 
listed and give yourself a grade for each experience. For 
credit to be awarded for experiential learning, you must 
be able to give the learning a grade of C or above. Write 
your grade in the column labeled "Grade." 
Please remember that during this preliminary stage of 
assessing your experiential learning, you are using rough 
estimates of time, level, and success. That's okay. These 
first few exercises are meant only to get you in the mood 
for what lies ahead. In the second part of the handbook, 
"Assembling the Portfolio," you will review your exper-
iences in detail and arrive at an accurate assessment of the 
learning they provided. 
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Course-Specific and General Credits 
Colleges and universities usually grant two types of 
credit for experiential learning. Course-specific credit is 
awarded for experiential learning that is equivalent to the 
content of specific college or university courses. General 
or block credit is awarded for experiential learning that 
does not match the established curriculum of a specific 
course. The learning goes beyond the curriculum, 
matches only a portion of it, or is more specialized. 
General/block credit is awarded at either the freshman-
sophomore or junior-senior level. 

Whether you should request course-specific or general/ 
block credit for your experiential learning is something 
we will discuss in detail later. It is sufficient at this stage 
to realize that the two options exist in most degree 
programs. 

Documenting Your Experiential Leaming 
As we have seen, credits and grades document time, level 
of instruction and study, and level of success. Credits and 
grades usually are recorded on a transcript, a student's 
academic record. 

As far as experiential learning is concerned, it is not a 
transcript but a prior learning portfolio that documents 
the time, level, and success of learning. The portfolio 
serves as a transcript of experiential learning. 
This brings us to the all-important-and perhaps unnerv-
ing-issue of university assessment of your portfolio. It's 
very natural to be concerned about what university as-
sessment committees expect from you and your portfolio. 
The answer lies in a subtle distinction between the two 
words "assessment'' and "evaluation." 
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A review of the dictionary definitions of the two words 
reveals that the first meaning of assess is "to determine 
the rate or amount of." The first meaning of evaluate is 
"to determine or fix the value of." The distinction 
between the two words might appear slight, but it is a 
significant one. An assessment is a judgment that proceeds 
from a thing itself; an evaluation is a judgment of a thing's 
worth made by another person. 

Applying this distinction to your experiential learning 
makes it clear that the assessment committee's role is not 
to place a value on what you know. Its role is to assess 
your documentation to determine, from the evidence 
itself, "the rate or amount of" credits that should be 
granted for your experiential learning. Furthermore, the 
assessment committee's role is not to determine what you 
do not know about a subject. It considers your documenta-
tion of learning and makes an assessment of what you do 
know that warrants the granting of credit. 

Therefore, you can see how important the documentation 
of your learning is. It forms the basis for the university's 
assessment of what you know in terms of time spent in 
learning and the level and success of the learning. 

We come, then, to the final step in completing Worksheet 
B. In the column labeled "Documentation," list the ways 
that you are able to document, or demonstrate, that you 
possess the learning that you claim in the second column. 
This list ideally would include tangible ways of demon-
strating that you had the experiences as well as docu-
menting the time spent in learning, the level of learning, 
and your degree of success in learning. Note whether 
each item of documentation demonstrates that you had 
the experience by writing the letter ''E" in parentheses 
after each item. Write the letter ''L" in parentheses if the 
item demonstrates time, level, or success of learning. 
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Your portfolio will be submitted to your college or univer- 
sity for assessment. It should be structured in such a way  
as to facilitate this assessment process.  

Structure of the Portfolio  
The portfolio comprises four basic elements.  

1. Resume. In the resume, you record the experiences from 
which you gained successful college-level learning. The 
amount of time spent in each experience is recorded as 
well. 

2. Cluster PF1ges. For each university course that you 
believe is equivalent to your experiential learning, you 
prepare a cluster page. The name derives from the fact 
that you organize, or cluster, four items: the subject or 
title of the college course that you believe is equivalent to 
your learning, the specific life experiences that have 
provided learning and understanding of a particular sub-
ject, four or five learning statements that express what 
you know about the subject, and a list of documentation 
items that support your case. This information is pro-
vided in as concise a fashion as possible, usually within 
one or two pages. 

3. Request for Credit. This is the summary statement, or 
closing argument, for the granting of a certain number 
and level of credits. 

4. Appendix. This section contains the items of documenta-
tion listed in the cluster pages. These items support your 
claim of experiential learning. 

In addition to these four major elements, the portfolio con-
tains a title page and a table of contents. 

Because the portfolio is a formal academic document, it 
must be typed and prepared according to a specified style 
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and format. Directions regarding this style and format 
will be presented in the second part of this handbook. 

An example of a portfolio can be found in appendix I 
(pages 82-99). You may want to review this sample 
portfolio now to get a better idea of what your portfolio 
will look like when it is completed. 

Your Personal Degree Plan 
If you have not already done so, meet with an academic 
advisor at the college or university where you plan to pur-
sue your degree. Discuss degree requirements and 
options, and how your previous formal and experiential 
learning experiences can be used to develop your per-
sonal degree plan. Be sure to bring all documentation of 
your formal learning experiences (e.g., high-school, 
college, and university transcripts; military records; 
professional licenses; certificates of completion of courses 
and seminars). Also, share with your advisor the informa-
tion you recorded on Worksheet B, Preliminary Experien-
tial Learning Estimate (page 102). 

It may be possible to earn credits by passing examina-
tions offered by the College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) and the United States Department of Defense 
DANTES Program. Discuss this possibility with your 
advisor. In addition, ask about internship programs that 
provide opportunities to earn credit for learning you cur-
rently are gaining in your job or volunteer activities. 
Determine whether courses taken at another college or 
university can be transferred into your degree program 
and review the offerings of the university's independent 
study program. Finally, develop with your advisor a long-
range plan for completing your degree. 
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Your Plan to Complete Your Portfolio 
After meeting with your advisor (or, even better, in con-
junction with this meeting), outline goals for preparing 
your portfolio by completing Worksheet C, Goal Plan 
(pages 103-104). 

You should anticipate that the preparation of your port-
folio will take a substantial amount of time. It will require 
time for personal reflection and analysis, research of col-
lege and university catalogs, review of textbooks and 
other reference materials, writing, input, revision, and 
gathering of appropriate items of documentation. Taking 
all these things into consideration (and depending on the 
extent of your experiential learning), your portfolio could 
take 75 to 100 hours to complete. Of course, it will 
become clearer how much time you'll actually need as 
you go through the portfolio preparation process. You 
also will be able to determine more accurately the num-
ber of credits you can reasonably expect to be granted as 
a result of your portfolio. 

At any rate, assembling your portfolio isn't something 
that can be tackled all at once. It must be prepared on a 
step-by-step basis and will require careful planning and 
budgeting of your time. Set a personal target date for 
your portfolio's completion and establish a regular 
schedule to complete it in stages. Set aside specific times 
to work on the portfolio, find a place where you can work 
undisturbed, and let your family and friends know what 
you are doing so that they can give you the space you 
will need and the encouragement you will crave. 

Good luck! 
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4 The Resume 

The resume is the first major component of the port-
folio. Because most job searches require preparation 

of a professional resume, you probably have some exper-
ience in resume writing. The experience you gained in 
writing a professional resume, however, is only a start in 
preparing the resume that will be part of your portfolio. 

The Portfolio Resume vs. the Professional Resume 
Portfolio and professional resumes are similar in some 
important ways. In both, you select and highlight those 
elements of your experiences that will prove most con-
vincing to the reader. You organize your life experiences 
chronologically and into major sections (e.g., employ-
ment, education, special training, interests). 
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The two types of resumes differ, however, in their main 
purpose. In a professional resume, you present your 
experiences in a way that demonstrates why your qualifi-
cations make you the best candidate for a job. In the port-
folio resume, you present the same basic experiences, but 
you do it in a way that best demonstrates what you 
learned from each experience. 
Because of this difference, the portfolio resume is much 
more comprehensive than the professional resume. For 
example, you may discover that your experiential college-
level learning has been derived not only from employ-
ment and formal seminars or classes but also from a 
variety of other experiences such as hobbies, volunteer 
activities, social and cultural involvements, or private 
study and reading. Many of these experiences usually 
would not be included in a professional resume. But you 
will need to include them in your portfolio resume 
because they demonstrate how and where learning took 
place. 

These experiences also can be included in your portfolio 
resume because its length is not limited to the one or two 
pages recommended for professional resumes. Unlike the 
personnel manager who may give a 30-second "quick 
read" through your professional resume, the faculty asses-
sor will take all the time necessary to get a complete idea 
of your background in order to make an accurate assess-
ment about the granting of credit. 

You therefore will want to make your portfolio resume as 
complete as possible, organize it in a coherent fashion, 
keep it specific yet brief, and have it be laudatory without 
seeming boastful. The portfolio resume is your autobiog-
raphy in miniature. It is meant to provide the faculty 
assessor with a clear picture of you and the life exper-
iences that brought you college-level knowledge and 
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understanding. The portfolio resume is the "raw
material" that you will use to support your case for the
granting of credit. 

Writing the Resume
There's no doubt about it. Writing a resume is hard work.
But it is rewarding work as well because remembering
past experiences can be a pleasant, encouraging, and satis-
fying activity. You'll be surprised at just how much you
have experienced and learned, and the finished product
will be something in which you'll take considerable
pride. 

There are three steps in the resume-writing process. 
1. 	 Remember life experiences in considerable detail.
2. 	 Organize these experiences into a coherent format.
3. 	 Describe each experience in away that is clear, comprehensive,

and brief. 
Each of these steps will be discussed in detail in the
remaining sections of this chapter. Before going on to
these sections, however, study the sample resume
presented in appendix I (pages 84-88). This is a composite
of several portfolio resumes written by students and
illustrates the various elements of a resume. 

Remember Life Experiences
Trying to remember what has happened over the course
of a lifetime can be somewhat overwhelming, to say the
least. I suggest you begin by listing randomly the various
work, school, leisure, or social experiences you have had
on Worksheet D, Random List of Life Experiences (pages
105-106). 

If you would like to be more systematic, you might want
to complete Worksheet E, The Milestone Exercise, on 
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page 107. In this exercise, you divide your life into dis-
tinct time segments, beginning with high-school gradua-
tion and ending with the present. For example, one time 
segment might include the period between high-school 
graduation and marriage. List the major events, achieve-
ments, relationships, and responsibilities that you asso-
ciate with each time segment. Then, briefly describe and 
analyze the major themes and issues that arose during 
each segment. 

The purpose of these two exercises is to "screen in" as 
many forgotten experiences as possible in order to bring 
them more clearly into focus. These exercises can uncover 
important experiences that might have gotten buried 
beneath other memories. It will be much like making a 
shopping list: you begin by listing basic items such as 
bread, milk, and eggs, and-through conscious or uncon-
scious association-are reminded instantly of more exotic 
things you need such as Brie, litchi nuts, or tofu parfait. 

If done properly, these exercises will not be completed in 
one sitting. Keep them handy by attaching them to your 
refrigerator door or by placing them in your desk appoint· 
ment calendar so you can add to them as one experience 
reminds you of another. 

At this stage in the process, I should caution you not to be 
concerned about whether or not to include an item in 
your list. If in doubt, write it down. It's always possible to 
delete it later, but there's no real assurance that you'll 
remember it later. 

Note: An important learning experience that is sometimes 
overlooked is the reading about and personal study of 
subjects that have been either job-related or of personal 
interest. Such reading and study could include books, 
magazines, professional journals, or reports. Make a list 
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of any materials you have read that have related to the 
subject(s) for which you are seeking credit; you will want 
to include a bibliography of such reading in your port-
folio and resume. (See the annotated resume at the end of 
this chapter and the sample portfolio in appendix I for 
the way in which this is done.) 

Organize Life Experiences 
After identifying as many and as wide a range of experi-
ences as possible, you can begin to organize them. The 
headings and subheadings below will be helpful in doing 
this, although they should be used only as a guide. Some 
headings may not apply to your situation, or you may 
want to add other categories and reorganize major head-
ings to better suit your needs. 

Education 

Formal (college, professional schools)  
Note: Although it is not required, you might want to  
include information concerning your high-school  
education if you believe it is relevant to your portfolio.  

Special Training (in-service programs, seminars, non- 
credit courses)  

Employment 

Social Activities 

Professional Associations  
Service Organizations  
Religious Activities, Etc.  

Special Interests/Leisure Time Activities 

Reading and Personal Study 

Other 
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As you organize your experiences, use a separate sheet of 
paper for each major heading to give yourself plenty of 
room to make changes and add items as they come to 
mind. When you are finished, arrange the experiences 
under each heading and subheading in reverse chronologi-
cal order. In other words, list the most recent experience 
first, the experience that preceded it second, and so on. 

Describe Life Experiences 
This step completes the process by having you add a 
description of each experience. These descriptions should 
be brief yet detailed enough to give the faculty assessor 
accurate and adequate information about each experience. 

First, select a title for each experience that describes the 
position involved (e.g., Bookkeeper, Secretary, Coach, 
Chairman, Member of the Board, Fund Raising Commit-
tee Member). Then, describe the responsibilities of each 
position, any significant accomplishments you made, and 
the length of courses or seminars attended and their 
content. 

To develop these descriptive statements, ask yourself the 
following questions: 

T 	 What did you learn from each experience? 

T 	 What was at issue or involved in each experience? Was 
there: 

a problem to be solved?  
a decision to be made?  
an action to be taken?  
a mission to be accomplished?  
a controversy to be settled?  
an opinion to be formed?  
an agreement to be reached?  
an understanding to come to?  
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"' 	 What role did you play in this process? 
"' 	 What skills did you use or learn? 
"' 	 What knowledge did you gain? 

"' 	 Did you experience any change in attitude? 
"' 	 What can you do now that you couldn't do before the 

experience? What do you know thatyou didn't know? What 
do you believe that you didn't believe? 
These questions will help you identify the special, impor-
tant, and even critical incidents that point to the learning 
that you needed to gain to deal with various experiences. 
The list of words on page 35 may be helpful when writing 
your descriptions. 

Please remember that putting your life experiences into a 
well-organized form is no easy task. Several drafts usual-
ly are required before producing the final version. As you 
continue to work on your portfolio, the resume may have 
to be edited and updated as you add, delete, or rephrase 
i terns. Therefore, I encourage you to use a word proces-
sor. It will save you many hours and make the inevitable 
process of revising and fine-tuning much easier. 

Formatting Your Resume 
Use the following suggestions to format your resume 
successful!y: 

1. Leave a margin of at least one inch on all four sides of 
the body of the text. 

2. Indent two spaces after numbers, letters, and dates. 
3. Double-space between major headings. 
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4. Single-space units of text such as the names and addres·
ses of schools or businesses, and descriptions of your
experiences. 

5. Any type size is acceptable. Use of a dot matrix or laser
printer is preferable. 

6. Use good quality paper. This does not necessarily mean
that you must use a bonded paper. 

Annotated Resume
On the next several pages is an annotated copy of the
sample resume that appears in appendix I. For your con-
venience, I have noted the special items you should take
into consideration as you prepare the final draft of your
portfolio resume. I hope that most of your specific ques-
tions about the resume will be answered by reviewing
this annotated sample. 
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iAnnotated Resume 
~ Ovit-Ir& ~ins

Name OV'\ ~\\ ft>ov- s,cits 4 
Address
City, State. Zip l
Telephone: xxx-xxx-xxxx (Home) Best time to call: _____

xxx-xxx-xxxx (Work) Best time to call: _____ 

Education ------ 6:iuc.;hon tlf ~ic.h 
: Formal ~ "fW. ~e 1TcMSCN"lpts
I 	 I I
l 	 11980-present :Indiana University at South Bend 

, 1South Bend. Indiana  
: 1983-1986 :Bethel College  
1 1Mishawaka. Indiana  
: :1986  
, 1Registered Nurse Certification  
: 1983-1985 : Memorial Hospital School of Nursing 
1 South Bend. Indiana 
I Graduation with HonorsI
11976-1978 Purdue University

School of Electrical Engineering Technology
West Lafayette. Indiana 

Special Training ~<--...._- \nch~es ~n&f'S>iYl-~ict mtY\iY1,, 
Health Care nb<\-C,I\.U;lit C6\nt-S 
1983-present Goshen General HospitalI Goshen. IndianaI 

I Basic Rescuer Certification 
I 8 contact hours 
I 
I Annual cognitive and performance exam in 
I CPR for adults. children. and infants. 
I 1987 Memorial Hospital 
I Continuing Education Institute l 	f South Bend. Indiana 

'Nok m\/J \J~im.)$ / 
sub~,~~ cXt- °'i~(l(:d. 
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"Perioperative Nurse Review Seminar· 
16 contact hours 
Overview of perioperative nursing role; 
review of AORN standards and recom-
mended practices for perioperative nursing 
in preparation for CNOR examination. 
"CPR Instructor Course·  

--------- 8 contact hours  
Principles of cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and skills for treatment of obstructed airway: 
practice skills. 

Communications 
1980-1983 	 U.S. Bancorp~<---S~50v- cf proj<<l'NI 

Portland, Oregon 

lrdw.lt Y\U.""1\'.tr tf 1983 
"Today's Public Speaking· f--1'~f'~+it\t 

1~t~+- \t)()u.rs. --- 16 contact hours 
Preparation and presentation of professional 
speeches. ~ 

1980 'Prt)C\('c:WY) dt&Ki t;
"Trainers in Training· J ~ on 
12 contact hours 
Adult training practices and techniques; 
classroom management; presentations. 

Employment 

Michiana Community Hospital / 1983-present  
South Bend, Indiana  
1986-present 
Operating Room Nurse ~ J"o'o -\it-\e. 
Involved In all aspects of OR nursing includ-
ing circulating and scrub duties, completing 
operating room records for legal documen-
tation and all other required chart forms; 
maintained accurate inventory of cardiovas-
cular equipment and supplies, implants, and 
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u~ f~ra~s 1t) ~~t:"i bt, 
'{()ll.'<" <espovis(\,, \,nes. 

1978-1980 

Social Activities 

Professional Societies 
1986-present 

procedure notes; conducted patient inter-
views; served as preceptor for new 
employees and as representative to the Nurs-
ing Policy and Procedure Committee. 
1984-1986 
Emergency Room Technician 
Admitted patients to the emergency room; 
monitored vital signs; made initial assessment 
and coordinated auxiliary services such as 
laboratory, x-ray, and EKG; assisted 
physicians with examinations; used aseptic 
technique; treated burns, dislocations. frac-
tures. lacerations. exposures, poisonings , and 
hemorrhages as directed by physicians. 
1983-1984 
Admissions/Communications Clerk 
Operated switchboard and in-house paging 
system; admitted emergency room out-
patients and inpatients. 
American National Bank 
South Bend, Indiana 
Personal Service Representative 
Opened new accounts; serviced existing ac-
counts; solicited new business through out-
side marketing activities; trained staff in sales 
and product knowledge. 

Association of Operating Room Nurses 
Chapter 1506 
Denver, Colorado 

Charter Member ._(--Title, of .fuv1di OV' 
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Service Organizations 

1985-present National Congress of Parents and Teachers
Local Chapter: Beiger School
Mishawaka, Indiana 

1982-1983 
Treasurer  

Religious  

1980-present 	 First Presbyterian Church 
Mishawaka, Indiana  

1987-present
Deacons 

Chairman 

Home/hospital visitation to members and
friends of the church; provision of personal
and spiritual support; crises intervention for
members experiencing death and dying. 

1985-1987
Young Adult Bible Study Group 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Prepared lessons and led discussions about
selected books of the Bible. 

Special Interests/Leisure Time Activities 

Theater Productions 

1983-1986 Elkhart Civic Theater
Elkhart. Indiana 

1986
My Fair Lady 

Portrayed Lady Boxington and participated
in musical numbers of the chorus.Us\-mdjov-c>e,1ivities.

I+-i~ fl<>t t1tus.s~ -fb 1984 

\ist ~\ ~\li+its. Wizard ofOz 

Portrayed Glenda. Good Witch of the North. 
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Tennis 

1979-present 

Bibliography 

Nursing 

1983-present 

Real Estate 

1980-present 

The resume 

1983 
Murder Among Thieves 

Portrayed Angela (female lead). 

Mishawaka Tennis Club 
Mishawaka, Indiana 
1980-1982 
Member, "B" Tennis Team 
1980 
Winner, Mixed Doubles Tournament 

First Aid; Emergency Care; Women's Health Issues 

~al Estate Law;0-sal; Current lss5 

Lisr ~ero\ svb(e.d t>fUS OYi\~. 
Us\- ~cif;(, ooo~':> ~d 
pvt>ft.ssioro\ jOOf"rl~\s yrM 
~i)"t. read M#,t ay,fXNlcliY. 
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Key Words for Resume Preparation 

Action verbs for resuml writing Self-descriptive words for resume writing 

Acted Designed Investigated Protected accurately dependably industriously quietly gi 
Adapted L>cvclupcd JuJgcd Questioned actively determined intelligently radiantly :3Administered Diagnosed 1.aunched Read adeptly dc,tcrc.1usly juJ1ciously rationally  
Analyzed Directed Led Reasoned aggressively diplomatically kmdly rea lis tically  () 
Anticipated Discovered Lifted Recommended alertly disciplined logically reasonably 0 
Approved Displayed Listened Reconoled ambitiously discreetly J,1rally reOecli vely ~ 
Arranged Drew Lo.:ated Recorded analytically dis tinctively malurdy reli,1bly (Q 
Assembled Edited Maintained Recrui ted articulately effectively methodically re,ponsibly (t) 
Assessed Entertained Managed Reduced artistically effic,ently meticulously responsively ()
Audited Estimated Measured Reinforced atlentively eloquently modestly resourcefully 
Dalanced Established Mediated Reorganized attraclivdy empathically ob1ectively self-reliant m 
Budgeted Evaluated Memorized Repaired businesslike energetically observantly sensitively Q

::i:Classified E,pedited Monitored Reported calmly enterprising optimistically seriously 
Cleaned Followed Motivated Researched candidly enthusiastically orderly smcerely o' 
Coached Forged Navigated Restored capably, ethically p;1ssionatcly sociably ~ 

(l)Collected Formulated Negotia ted Retrieved carefully cxprl!ssivcly patiently spontaneously 
C;.) tColored Founded Nurtured Revised cheerfully fairly peacefully stalwartlyUl Communica ted Gathered Observed RcvicwC'd clearly firmly perceptively steadily (l)

Compared Genera ted Operated Scheduled competently Oe,ibly persistently slurdily 
Compiled Guided Organized Sh,1ped confiJently forcefully pl.•rsuasivcly suppurtavely ~-
Completed I lanJleJ Originated Simplj[jeJ co11sc1cntiously formally playfully :,systcm.tticall y 
Comprehended I larvested Painted SkctdieJ considcr.ltcly generously pleasantly ta(tfully 
Computed lklped Participated SolveJ consistently genially politely vcrl>ally ~ 
Conceived Illustrated Perceived Spuke conslructively gently positively ,·1burously Q)
Conceptua lized Imagined Performed Steered cooperatively gregariously practically virtuously 

vi\ Jciouslv QConducted Implemented Persisted Streamlined courageously helpfully precisely 
Confronted Improved Persuaded Studied courteously hunestly proJu(tively \'oluntaril}' 3 
Consolidated Improvised Planned Supervised creatively hopefully prudently warmly :, 
Constructed Increased Prepared Supported decisively humorously punctually watchfully (Q 
Controlled lnOuenced Printed Taught dehbcrately imaginatively purposefully wisclv 
Coordinated Initiated Processed Trained delicately independently quic~ly zealuusly 
Corresponded Inspected Produced Translated Agam, you c.1n consult a thcc;aurus to find r('plilnmenl.s fur tlu.·~~ words. Most Cl1u11sclcJ Inspired ProgrammcU Traveled of the~· words .-re st.1h.'J ;is .1Jvl'rbs. For llw 1111..1-.1 part, lhL'Y t:iln I>.· 1..h.1ng~J into 
Crciltcd Installed J1nu11olt'<I 1 rc.ih.?J ildjl'Ch\·es by clropp1ns; tht! suffix -ly
Decided lnstrm.: lcJ ProposeJ Updated  
Defined lnterprcteJ Proved Visuali£eJ  
Demonstrated Interviewed l'ruvidc<l Volunteered  

lnvl'nleJ Wrotl! 

or rnursl!, you can consult,, the:saurus lu linJ rcpl.1ccmcnls fur lhese worJs. 

from Job Search by Robert D. Lock. Pacific Grove. Californ ia : Brooks/Cole 
Publishing . Co., 1988. 



The Cluster Page 

N ow that you have organized your life experiences in
a portfolio resume, you are ready to begin the most

important task of this project: to identify, express, and
document the college-level learning that you have gained
from these experiences. As you already know, credit
toward a college degree is granted not for the experiences
but for the learning gained from them. 

Formatting the Cluster Page
Just as there is a special way to structure and format the
resume, there is a special way to organize the learning
that you've gained from life experiences. This structure
and format is called the cluster page. As noted in chap-
ter 3, the cluster page derives its name from the fact that 
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you "cluster" several items in a compressed space,
preferably on a single page. 

The objective of the cluster page is to make the strongest
possible case for the granting of credit by organizing the
material in a clear, concise, and comprehensive manner
that facilitates assessment. The cluster page demonstrates
that what you have learned experientially is equivalent to
what is learned by successful students in formal college
courses. It illustrates that you have spent a requisite
amount of time at an appropriate baccalaureate level to
attain successful learning of a specific subject. 
You will prepare a cluster page for each specific college
course for which you have equivalent learning. You will
cluster the following items of information in as concise a
manner as possible: 

1. The subject or title of the college course that identifies
your equivalent learning. 

2. A list of the specific experiences that gave you this
learning (described previously in the resume). 
3. Four or five formal learning statements that express the
level of what you know about the subject. 
4. A list of documentation items. These either can be
included in the portfolio's appendix or can be made
"available upon request." The items of documentation
should provide evidence that you had the experiences
and that you successful!y learned from them. 
The elements of the cluster page answer these important
questions: 

"' What subject do you know something about? 
"' How did you come to know this subject? 
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..-	 What exactly do you know about it? 

..-	 How can your knowledge be documented? 
Through explanations and practical exercises and
examples, chapters 6 to 9 will help you answer each of
these questions as you prepare your cluster pages. This
preparation process will involve the following steps: 
1. 	 Select appropriate course subjects or titles for your learning.

(Chapter 6) 
2. 	 List the specific experiences that provided this learning.

(Chapter 7)
3. 	 Write learning statements that indicate what you know about

the subject. (Chapter 8)
4. 	 Select and list items that document your experiential learning.

(Chapter 9) 
Before going on to these steps, review the cluster page for-
mat on the next page and the example of a completed
cluster page in the sample portfolio (appendix I, pages 89-
90) to get a better idea of the task that lies ahead. 
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Cluster Page Format 

1. Subject of Learning: 

2. List of Selected Life Experiences: 

3. List of Learning Statements: 

I know 

I know 

I know 

I know 

I know 

4. List of Documentation of Learning: 
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6 Selecting Subjects 
or Titles of Learning 
The first step in developing an effective cluster page is 

to identify your specific learnings. To do this, you 
will review your resume for specific learnings that exist 
because of life experiences. Then, you will select subjects 
or titles from college or university catalogs that identify, 
or approximate, this learning. 

Review Your Resume 
Complete one copy of Worksheet F, Experiential Learn-
ing Estimate (page 108), for each major item you've listed 
in your resume, excluding formal educational experien-
ces. (Formal educational experiences are documented in 
your transcripts, and so will not need to be documented 
in your portfolio.) 
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Worksheet Fis almost identical to Worksheet B, Prelimi-
nary Experiential Learning Estimate, except that you do 
not need to differentiate between time spent on an ex-
perience and time spent learning a subject. On Worksheet 
F, focus your attention solely on what you learned from 
your experiences; that is, focus on the items you will list 
in the ''Learning(s)" column and complete the remaining 
columns in reference only to these. 

To begin, make photocopies of Worksheet F. You will 
need to complete a separate form for each experience that 
provided significant learning. In the worksheet's first 
column, "Experience," write one of the major experiences 
you cited in your resume. Then, ask yourself the same 
questions posed when you first organized your resume. 

T What did you learn from the experience? 

T What was at issue or involved in the experience? Was there: 

a problem to be solved?  
a decision to be made?  
an action to be taken?  
a mission to be accomplished?  
a controversy to be settled?  
an opinion to be formed?  
an agreement to be reached?  
an understanding to come to?  

T What role did you play in this process? 

T What skills did you use or learn? 

T What knowledge did you gain? 

T Did you experience any change in attitude? 
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...- What can you do now that you couldn't do before the 
experience? What do you know that you didn't know? What 
do you believe that you didn't believe? 

The answers to these questions will help you identify the 
specific learning that took place as a result of the ex-
perience. List this learning in the second column of 
Worksheet F, "Learning(s)." (Remember: A number of 
separate learnings can result from a single experience.) 
To complete the remaining columns, ask yourself the fol-
lowing questions: 

...- How much time did you spend on each learning activity? 

...- What level of knowledge did you gain from each activity? 

...- What grade would you give yourself for your success in 
each learning activity? 

...- How can you document the learning gained from each 
activity? 

In the third column, ''Time," estimate the amount of time 
you spent learning each item listed in the second column. 
Express these amounts in total hours. Then, assess the 
level of learning you gained. Using the descriptions of 
learning levels compiled by the American Council on 
Education (pages 12-13) as your guide, code your learn-
ing levels in the fourth column, "Level," as follows: 
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V = 	 vocational, technical learning 
BL = 	 baccalaureate learning at the lower division,

freshman or sophomore level (100-200 numbered
courses) 

BU = 	 baccalaureate learning at the upper division,
junior or senior level (300-400 numbered courses) 

G = graduate level learning (courses numbered 500
and above) 

Next, give yourself a grade for the success of each learn-
ing experience using the standard grading system, where
C indicates satisfactory performance. Write this grade in
the fifth column, "Grade." 
List the tangible ways you could demonstrate to a faculty
assessor the time, level, and success of your learning in
the column labeled "Documentation." Note in parenthe-
ses whether each item documents the experience (E)
and/or the learning (L) you gained. 
Once again, you must complete a copy of Worksheet F for
each major experience you listed in your resume. Keep
these worksheets handy as you prepare the cluster pages.
They will form the basis for completing them. 

Review the University Curriculum
Now, browse through the course catalog of the college or
university where you will be submitting your portfolio.
The catalog contains complete descriptions of courses
available to students at the institution. Try to locate
course subjects or titles with descriptions that 
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approximate your experiential learning. Finding these 
titles and course descriptions will: 

1. Identify the specific content of your knowledge. 

2. Place your knowledge into a particular university 
department and division. 

3. Help determine the level and number of credits to 
request for your experiential learning. 

4. Help locate textbooks and other reference materials 
that you can review to express your experiential learning 
more accurately. 

5. Identify specific faculty members who might be called 
upon to assess your portfolio. 

As you skim through the course catalog, you will begin to 
see how the university curriculum relates to your experi-
ential learning. The course titles and descriptions will 
give you a clearer, more specific idea of your experiential 
learning. They also will help you express the learning 
that you possess and alert you to learning that you might 
not have realized you had. 

If you haven't used a university catalog before, this is a 
good time to learn how to do it. Tum to your catalog's 
table of contents and note the major academic headings. 
For example, the catalog I have in front of me lists the fol-
lowing academic divisions: 

Arts and Sciences Library/Information Science 
Business and Economics Music 
Dentistry Nursing 
Education Public Affairs 
Labor Studies Technology 
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Each of these divisions is further divided into specific
departments. For example: 
Arts and Sciences Business and Economics

Biology Accounting
Speech Finance
Geography Administration
English Marketing
Foreign Languages
Mathematics
Computer Science
Political Science 

When you turn to the separate departments, you will find
a list of specific courses offered by each department. For
example, in my catalog, the Speech Department in the
Division of Arts and Sciences offers more than a dozen
courses in rhetoric and public address. These include: 
Speech and Human Behavior
Discussion and Group Methods
Argumentation and Debate
Persuasion 

Reviewing the university catalog should give you ample
subjects and titles that you can use to organize your
experiential learning. Sometimes, though, it is difficult to
find a course title that relates adequately to your learning.
In such cases, you might be able to find a generic course
title that meets your particular learning situation. For
example, my catalog lists titles such as History H425:
Topics in History, Psychology P494: Special Topics in
Psychology, Marketing M490: Special Studies in Market-
ing, and Finance F423: Topics in Investment. These
generic titles give the university a mechanism for offering
classes on topics of special interest to faculty members or
students, or of special relevance at a particular time. 
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You can use generic course titles to identify personal, 
more specialized knowledge that may not be covered 
specifically in the catalog's list of courses. For example, 
one student wanted to relate her experiences as a coun-
selor of terminally ill patients to her university's curric-
ulum. She used the generic course title Psychology P495: 
Special Topics in Psychology and added the subtitle 
"Death and Dying." You can develop similar types of sub-
titles to describe your specific learnings. 

As you review departmental course titles, you will notice 
that courses often list prerequisites, special requirements 
for enrollment in the class. Prerequisites usually entail 
completion of one or more other courses, a certain class 
standing (sophomore, junior, etc.), or the consent of the 
instructor. The existence of prerequisites should alert you 
to examine the course carefully. For example, suppose 
you decide that the course description for Business Z301: 
Organizational Behavior and Leadership aptly describes 
your experiential learning. You notice that the course lists 
Psychology P103: General Psychology and Sociology 
5161: Principles of Sociology as prerequisites. You should 
examine the descriptions of these two prerequisite cour-
ses to determine whether you have knowledge of their 
subjects. You already may have earned credit for them in 
previous courses, or you may be able to request credit for 
them if you possess knowledge of their subjects. If you 
lack this knowledge, however, you need to decide if your 
claim of knowledge in organizational behavior and 
leadership is jeopardized. 

As you develop your portfolio, you should not necessari-
ly be deterred from using course titles that have prereq-
uisites. But an awareness and study of course prerequi-
sites can sharpen your understanding of the requirements 
of a course and help you develop your cluster pages more 
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effectively. As a rule of thumb, if the course title seems to
approximate your knowledge, you should feel confident
about using it and build your case for the granting of
credit accordingly. 
As you browse through the university catalog to select
appropriate subjects or titles for your experiential learn-
ing, use Worksheet G, Subjects of Learning (page 109),
and your completed copies of Worksheet F to make a list
of all course titles that relate to your experiential learning.
Make as complete a list of subjects or titles as possible.
You always can make adjustments later, deleting those
titles and subjects that you discover are not appropriate
and adding others that are. 
Space is provided on Worksheet G to list the experiential
learning for which you have been unable to find appro-
priate subjects or titles. Your academic advisor will help
you locate or create appropriate titles for this learning. 
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7 Listing Selected Life  
Experiences  

fter you have identified your experiential learning 
on Worksheet F and listed appropriate course titles 

on Worksheet G, you are ready to bring the two together 
on Worksheet H, List of Selected Life Experiences. Before 
you do this, however, take a few minutes to study the 
sample list of selected life experiences on the next page. 
Compare its contents with that of the sample resume on 
pages 84-88. 
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List of Selected Life Experiences 

Subject of Learning: First Aid 

List of Selected Life Experiences: 

Education 

Formal 

1980-present Indiana University at South Bend 
Microbial Cell Biology M250, Anatomy A210. 
Physiology P204 

1983-1985 Memorial Hospital School of Nursing 
Special Training 

Health Care 

Employment 

1983-present Michiana Community Hospital 

Social Activities 

Professional Societies 

Bibliography 

Nursing 
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Note the following differences (and similarity) between 
the list of selected life experiences on the previous page 
and the sample resume in appendix I: 

1. In the list of selected life experiences, the student cites 
formal training at Indiana University and Memorial 
Hospital School of Nursing but not courses completed at 
Bethel College or Purdue University. These courses are 
listed in the sample resume, but they are not listed here 
because they are irrelevant to the subject of first aid. Also 
notice that three specific courses listed on the student's 
university transcript (page 92) are cited in the list of 
selected life experiences. Credit will not be granted again 
for these courses, but it is appropriate to include them 
because they give the faculty assessor a better idea of the 
student's background in the field of first aid. 

2. The student lists special health care training received at 
Memorial and Goshen hospitals but not special com-
munications training received at U.S. Bancorp. Again, this 
training lacks relevance to the subject area. 

3. The student's employment at Michiana Community 
Hospital is certainly relevant to the course in first aid; 
other employment described in the resume is not. 

4. The student's membership in a professional society 
probably is relevant to this subject area; participation in 
the church-related activities listed in the resume is not. 

5. The student doesn't list any items from the Special 
Interests/Leisure Time section of the resume because 
none relate to the subject of first aid. 

6. In the bibliography section, nursing is relevant to this 
subject, while the resume's bibliographic reference to real 
estate is not. 
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7. The major headings on the list of selected life experi-
ences appear exactly as listed in the resume. This helps 
the assessor to locate more easily the appropriate material 
in the resume. 

With the list of selected life experiences, you tell the 
faculty assessor which experiences of all those contained 
in your resume have provided knowledge in a specific 
area of study. In addition, the assessor is directed to the 
sections of the resume where these experiences are 
described in detail. It is important to provide as complete 
a list of relevant experiences for each specific subject area 
as possible. But it is equally important to be selective 
when preparing these lists. 

Make copies of Worksheet H, List of Selected Life Experi-
ences (page 110). Complete a worksheet for each subject 
for which you are seeking credit. The information you 
developed on Worksheets F and G, as well as the sample 
list of selected life experiences in this chapter, should help 
you complete this process. 
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8 Writing Learning  
Statements  
We turn now to the most important element of the 

cluster page, the learning statement. Learning state-
ments express what you know about the subject of a 
cluster page. But, as you might expect, they are more than 
random sentences. Just as there is a set structure and for-
mat for the resume and the cluster page, there is a set 
structure and format for learning statements. The pur-
pose of this chapter is to explain this structure and for-
mat, and to give you practice in writing effective learning 
statements. 
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Purpose of Leaming Statements
The development of learning statements is usually a time-
consuming task that involves research, careful analysis,
and revision. Learning statements, after all, are the heart
of the portfolio. They demonstrate to the faculty assessor
the specific types of knowledge you've gained from life
experiences. 

The preparation of learning statements is a time for reflec-
tion and self-assessment. In a sense, writing these state-
ments is like putting yourself in the faculty assessor's
shoes. It gives you a chance to step back from your experi-
ences and ask, "If I were assessing this portfolio, what
would I want and need to know to convince myself that
the subject has been learned successfully and that credit
should be granted for it?" 
You might feel apprehensive about preparing these state-
ments because they do involve some measure of "tooting
your own horn." This is no time to be humble about the
extent of your knowledge, however. Only you know
what you know, and it is your job to make the faculty
assessor aware of what you know. You wouldn't want
the faculty assessor to guess at the extent of your knowl-
edge on the basis of your resume alone; such an assess-
ment would be inaccurate and incomplete. Leaming
statements eliminate the guesswork from the assessment
process by giving you the opportunity to "tell it like it is." 
Learning statements should be specific enough to reveal
knowledge of the special problems, procedures, and tech-
nical language that are part and parcel of a given subject.
But they also should be comprehensive enough to demon-
strate that you understand the broader context and impli-
cations of a subject, the subject's whole as well as its parts. 
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There are five steps in the preparation of learning 
statements. 
1. 	 Make a random list of what you know about a subject. 
2. 	 Read the appropriate course descriptions in the university 

catalog. 
3. 	 Review relevant books. 
4. 	 Learn and use the proper format for writing learning 

statements. 
5. 	 Revise your learning statements as needed. 
Each of these steps is discussed in detail throughout the 
remainder of this chapter. By carefully following them, 
you will be able to write specific and comprehensive 
learning statements that cover the essential content of a 
subject in the language and style relevant to university 
courses. 

Make a Random List of What You Know 
Using Worksheet H, List of Selected Life Experiences 
(page 110), as your guide, list what you know about a 
specific subject on Worksheet I, Random List of Leaming 
(page 111 ). Make a list for each subject for which you plan 
to prepare a cluster page. 

Read Course Descriptions 
With your preliminary list of learning in hand, you can 
begin to fine-tune what you know about the subject. To 
assist you in this process, thoroughly study the course 
descriptions found in the university catalog as well as the 
tables of contents of textbooks and other reference 
materials concerned with the subject. 
As you know, the university catalog's course descriptions 
provide thumbnail sketches of courses and identify the 
major topics that the university considers essential to the 
study of various subjects. By learning to read these course 
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descriptions carefully, you can gain an effective 
understanding of the content of these courses and ac-
curately compare your experiential learning with them. 

The following is an example of a course description: 

Speech S121: Public Speaking (3 credits). Principles of interper-
sonal communications. Practice in face-to-face encounters, small 
group discussion, and public speaking. 

On the basis of even this very brief course description, 
you have a rather specific idea about the essential ele-
ments of this course. A person who claims college-level 
knowledge of public speaking would be expected to 
know the principles of interpersonal communication and 
have practical experience in face-to-face encounters, small 
group discussions, and public speaking. Therefore, to be 
awarded credit by portfolio in public speaking, a person's 
learning statements would have to demonstrate knowl-
edge and skills in these areas. 

Let's look at another course description. 

Business WlOO: Introduction to Business (3 credits). 
Business administration from the standpoint of a manager 
of a business firm operating in the contemporary economic, 
political, and social environment. 

On the basis of this description, a student seeking credit 
by portfolio in this subject would need to develop learn-
ing statements that demonstrate knowledge in four areas: 
the principles and practices of management, the contem-
porary economic situation, the political forces at work in 
contemporary business, and the state of contemporary 
society and how business adapts to and is influenced 
by it. 
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Although it is true that course descriptions in university 
catalogs are brief and at times may not be strictly adhered 
to by faculty members, they do provide valuable informa-
tion by alerting you to the key elements of a course. It is 
important to remember that faculty members read course 
descriptions, too, even if they don't always follow them 
to the letter when designing courses. Faculty members 
will use these course descriptions as the basis for 
assessing your knowledge of a particular subject. 

Make copies of Worksheet J, Outline of Course Descrip-
tion (page 112). Complete a separate worksheet for each 
course description that relates to the subjects of learning 
you listed on Worksheet H. Write the course title, number 
of credits, and course description as it appears in the 
university catalog. Then, outline the topics covered in the 
course using the examples presented in this chapter as 
your guide. 

After completing this exercise, compare your cours~ 
description outlines with your random list of learning on 
Worksheet I. I think you will discover that there are 
things you know that the university considers essential to 
a valid understanding of the subject, things the university 
considers essential that you may not know, and things 
you know that the university doesn't seem to address. 
This comparison will help you determine the extent of 
your experiential learning in terms of university 
requirements. 

Review Relevant Books and References 
A study of the course descriptions in a university catalog 
can identify only general areas of similarity between 
what the university considers essential in a particular 
course and what you know experientially about the sub-
ject. Therefore, a review of textbooks and other reference 
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materials about the subject can give you a clearer and 
more accurate sense of how your experiential learning fit: 
into the university's expectations, and vice versa. 

I am not suggesting that you read entire books-or even 
entire chapters-on a subject. Rather, I am asking that 
you focus your attention on the tables of contents of these 
books. The various chapter headings will help you fur-
ther assess your knowledge by letting you see how an 
expert in the field organizes and discusses the subject. By 
studying these headings, you will be better able to assess 
how your experiential learning relates to the formal class· 
room study of a subject. 

Looking at the tables of contents of a variety of reference 
materials also will provide you with the formal, academi1 
language of a subject. Even though this academic lan-
guage may not be part of your day-to-day vocabulary, 
you will want to use it when writing your learning state-
ments. It is, after all, the language of the university and 01 
the faculty assessor. 

On pages 63 and 64, you will find the course descriptions 
of two university courses, Public Speaking and Introduc-
tion to Business, as well as the tables of contents of the 
textbooks used in these courses. Even a quick glance at 
the tables of contents of these textbooks provides you 
with detailed information about each subject. They give a 
more specific and comprehensive understanding of the 
subjects than the catalog descriptions can provide. Com-
pare the tables of contents with the course descriptions. 
Note areas of similarity and dissimilarity between the 
two. 

I recommend that you review two or three books relevanl 
to each of your subjects. Your research should include at 
least one current textbook in the subject area. Textbooks 
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used for courses in previous years often are available on 
library shelves; textbooks for current courses usually are 
available only in the university bookstore. If textbooks 
are not readily available, you should review other books 
on the subject, especially those found in college or univer-
sity libraries. (On page 65, you will find the Library of 
Congress classification system, which you can use to 
locate relevant books in the library.) For each subject, 
make a photocopy of the table of contents of at least one 
book you reviewed so that you will have it readily avail-
able as you prepare your learning statements. 

The Structure and Form of the Leaming Statement 
Thus far in the process of writing learning statements, 
you have prepared a list of course titles that approximate 
your experiential learning and a random list of things 
that you know about several subjects. You have studied 
course descriptions in the university catalog and have 
reviewed reference books in the subject areas for which 
you are seeking credit. You have gone a long way in 
assessing the "fit" between your experiential learning and 
the university's requirements. 

You now are ready to "put your learning on the line" in 
the form of learning statements. Remember that a learn-
ing statement is a structured sentence in which you suc-
cinctly express what you know about a subject. 
The learning statement structure and form we will use 
here is an adaptation of a model used by Metropolitan 
State University. It is an efficient and effective way of 
identifying your learning in terms of what faculty asses-
sors look for and require when granting credit. 

Each learning statement begins with the words ''I know" 
and then continues with the following elements: 
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A. Select at least one term from each of the two lists below 
that indicates the theoretical and/or practical knowledge 
you possess about a subject. 

Theoretical Knowledge Practical Skills 
theory methodology 
history techniques 
concepts methods 
principles procedures 
ideology approaches 
rules processes 
beliefs treatments 
laws skills 
relationships research techniques 
vocabulary functions 
generalizations 
structure 
classifications 
systems 
roles 
patterns 

B. Enter the name of the subject of which you have 
knowledge. 

C. Give specific examples of the theoretical and practical 
knowledge you possess. For example, if you know 
"theories," then give the specific names of theories that 
you know; if you know "techniques," give examples of 
these. 

D. Conclude with the phrase "well enough to" and tell 
the assessor what you can do with the theoretical and 
practical knowledge you possess. You might find the 
terms in the following list helpful: 
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apply relate 
use plan 
translate compare 
determine function as 
analyze write 
evaluate  

By using this structure and form, a very general learning
statement such as "I know how to interview people" be-
comes: 

I know
A. principles and techniques
B. of interviewing
C. -specifically, establishing rapport, eliciting
information, probing without creating resistance, and
communicating clearly-
D. well enough to function as an assistant personnel
manager. 

This statement expresses the student's knowledge in
clear, specific terms and in formal, academic language. It
provides the kind of information that faculty need to
make an informed assessment of the student's knowledge. 
Review the learning statements in the sample cluster
page on pages 89-90. Notice how each of the learning
statements in the sample can be dissected according to
the formula given in this chapter. For example, consider
the following learning statement from the sample: 

I know principles and techniques of first aid treatment of
sprains, dislocations, and fractures-specifically, elevation and
immobilization of the affected area; application of ice; splinting
of the affected extremity or area of the trunk; and assessment of
range of motion, pulse, and capillary refill distal to the injury-
well enough to provide initial treatment. 
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When dissected into its separate parts, this statement 
becomes: 

I know 
A. principles and techniques 
B. of first aid treatment of sprains, dislocations, and 
fractures 
C. -specifically, elevation and immobilization of the 
affected area; application of ice; splinting of the affected 
extremity or area of the trunk; and assessment of range of 
motion, pulse, and capillary refill distal to the injury-
D. well enough to provide initial treatment. 

After studying the examples of learning statements found 
in the sample cluster pages, you will be ready to put your 
experiential learning on the line by writing your own 
learning statements. As we have seen, according to the 
learning statements formula, four elements are required 
for each statement. Your learning statements must ex-
press your: 

A. theoretical and practical knowledge 
B. of the subject, 
C. giving specific examples of your theoretical and practi· 
cal knowledge 
D. and a specific description of how you can or have 
applied this knowledge. 

Decide upon four or five topic areas about which you 
want to write learning statements. To do this, review 
Worksheets F, I, and Jas well as the tables of contents of 
textbooks or other reference materials that you used to re-
search each topic area. 

For each cluster page subject, write four or five learning 
statements using the formula outlined in this chapter. Use 
Worksheet K, Learning Statements (pages 113-114), to 
assist you. 
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Review and Revise
Your learning statements should express what you know
in an accurate, forceful, and convincing manner. Of
course, you become academically liable for these state-
ments; the faculty assessor can legitimately question you
about and expect you to discuss and explain what you
claim to know. It is a good practice, then, to let the drafts
of your learning statements "sit" for a while. In other
words, take a break from them. This will enable you to
gain a fresh perspective when you review them at a later
date and revise them as necessary. 
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Course Description 

Speech S121: Public Speaking (3 credits). Principles of interper-
sonal communications. Practice in face-to-face encounters, small 
group discussions, and public speaking. 

Part One: 
Chapter 1 

Chapter2 

Part Two: 
Chapter3 

Chapter4 

Chapter5 

Part Three: 
Chapter6 

Chapter 7 

Part Four: 
ChapterB 

Chapter9 

Chapter 10 

Chapter 11 

Textbook Table of Contents 

Establishing a Communication Foundation 
The Communication Process-Variables of the Process, 
Communication Settings, Functions of Communication 

Perception, Self-Concept, and Your Communication 

Personal Communication 
Personal Communication Skills-Receiving Skills, Sending Sklll1 

Understanding Communication Relationships-Theoretical 
Explanations, the Johari Window, Analyzing Your Personal 
Communication 

Interviewing-Questions in Interviewing, Information-Seeking 
Interview, Employment Interview 

Small-Group Communication 
Characteristics of Work Groups 

Participation and Leadership in Groups 

Public Speaking 
Speech Preparation-Determining Your Content, Organizing 
the Material. Adapting to the Audience, Practicing Delivery 

Principles of Persuasion-Writing a Clear Speech Objective. 
Combining Persuasive Approaches, Adapting to Audience 
in Organization, Speaking Convincingly 

Practice in Persuasion-Convincing, Actuating, Refuting 

Speeches for Special Occasions-Introductions, Presentation 
Welcomlngs, Tributes, Manuscripts. Impromptus, Symposiums 
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Course Description 

Business WlOO: Introduction to Business (3 credits). 
Business administration from the standpoint of a manager 
of a business firm operating in the contemporary economic, 
political, and social environment. 

Textbook Table of Contents 

Section One: The Economic, Political, and Social Environment of Business 
l The Economic Basis of Business 
2 The Role of Profits 
3 Business and Government 
4 The Social Responsibility of Business 

Section Two: Management of the Business Enterprise 
5 Small Business 
6 Management 
7 Control 

Section Three: Human Elements of Administration 
8 Human Relations and Direction 
9 Personnel Management 

10 Labor Relations 

Section Four: The Provision of Goods and Services 
11 The Consumer and the Marketing Concept 
12 The Marketing Mix 
13 Production 

Section Five: Accounting and Finance 
14 Understanding Accounting Statements 
15 Financial Institutions 
16 Financial Management 
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A 

B 

D 

E·F 
G 

H 

J 

K 

Library of Congress Classification System 

PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION 

GENERAL WORKS L EDUCATION 
AE Encyclopedia LA History of Education 
AY Yurbooks LB Theory and Practice 

LO-LG Individual Institutions 
BF Psychology M MUSIC 
BL·BX Religion ML Literature of Music 

MT Musical Instruction and StlldHISTORY (AUXILIARY SCIENCES) 
cc Archaeology N FINE ARTS 
CR Heraldry NB Sculpture 
CT Biography NC Graphic Arts 

ND PaintingHISTORY: GENERAL & OLD WORLD 
NK Decorative ArtsDA Grelt Britain 

DC France p LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
DD Germany PC Romance Languages 
DK Russia PD Germanic unguages 
DP SP1in & Portugal PE English unguage 
OS Asia PG Slavic Languages 
Di Africa PN Literary History 

PO Romance LiteraturesHISTORY :AMERICA 
PR English Literature 

GEOGRAPHY.ANTHROPOLOGY.RECREATION PS American Literature 
G Geography PT Germanic Literatures 
GN Anthropology PZ Juvenile Literature 
GR Folklore a SCIENCEGV Spom, Games 

QA Mathematics 
SOCIAL SCIENCES QC Physics
HA Statistics OD Chemistry
HB·HJ Economics QK Botany
HF Commerce OL Zoology
HG Finance 

R MEDICINEHM Sociology 
RK DentistryHQ Family, Marriage, Women 
RT NursingHV Social Pathology 

POLITICAL SCIENCE s AGRICULTURE 
JA General Works T ' TECHNOLOGY 
JC Political Theory u-v MILITARY & NAVAL SCIENCEJF Constitutional History and Administration 
JK United States z BIBLIOGRAPHY, LIBRARY 
JX International Law SCIENCE 
LAW 
KO English uw 
KF United States Law 
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9 Selecting 
Documentation 
of Learning 
The final stage in the development of the cluster page 

answers the question, How can your knowledge of a 
subject be demonstrated to the faculty assessor? 
There are two things that you will need to document: (1) 
that you had the experiences cited in your resume and (2) 
that you possess the knowledge expressed in your learn-
ing statements. Documentation can consist of such items 
as: 
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certificates products of your work 
job descriptions writing samples 
course outlines or syllabi awards 
examination reports honors 
military records letters of verification 
licenses 

A Note on Letters of Verification 
Sometimes the only item of documentation available is a 
letter from another person. These letters can be worth-
while for assessment purposes if they verify that you 
have had a particular experience and attest to your 
knowledge and competence in a specific subject area. 
Consequently, they are referred to as letters of verification 
rather than letters of recommendation. 

The following is an example of a letter of verification: 

October 9, 1987 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The following is the employment history of _____ with 
Michiana Community Hospital. 

June 9, 1983: Hired as a clerk for Admissions and Communica-
tions. 

February 12, 1984: Transferred to the Emergency Department as 
an emergency room technician. 

March 3, 1986: Status changed to G.N./R.N. and transferred to 
the Surgery Department, where she is currently employed. 

This simple, straightforward letter of verification would 
be an appropriate item of documentation. Notice the dif-
ference between it and the following letter of 
recommendation: 
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October 9, 1987 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am happy to recommend Pat Smith. Pat is active and alert with 
wide interests. She possesses a capacity to collect facts and sup-
port quickly for specific causes or aims. She is ambitious, 
enterprising, and well oriented in the world. 

This letter of recommendation would not be an appro-
priate item of documentation because it does not address 
the person's specific experiences or competence. 

Identifying, Selecting, and Assessing 
Items of Documentation 
As you prepare to document your experiential learning, 
examine each cluster page and review your lists of 
selected life experiences and learning statements. On 
Worksheet L, Documentation of Learning (page 115), list 
the ways that you can demonstrate that you had the 
experiences and possess the knowledge expressed on the 
cluster pages. Use the list of possible items of documenta-
tion on page 67 to guide you. 

In the column labeled "Items," list the items of documen-
tation that support your selected life experiences and 
learning statements. In the column labeled "Demonstra-
tion," write the letter "E" if an item of documentation 
demonstrates that you had the experience and/or "L" if it 
attests to the learning expressed in your learning state-
ments. Do this for each item listed in the first column. In 
the column labeled "Source," write the name of the per-
son or institution you must contact to secure each item of 
documentation. 

Finally, in the fourth column, "Value," assess the value of 
each documentation item in supporting your claim. In 
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other words, to what extent does each item demonstrate 
that you had the experience and successfully learned 
from it? Assess each item's value on a scale of one to five, 
with one signifying the highest value. Be sure to prepare 
a separate worksheet for each cluster page that you plan 
to write. 

In some instances, you may encounter difficulties in locat-
ing documentation. Your goal, however, is to provide the 
best documentation that is available. It is important to 
develop as complete a list of documentation as possible, 
keeping in mind that the faculty assessor might request 
other items of documentation, an interview, oral or writ-
ten tests, or a written paper or report after the assessment 
process begins. 

Listing Items of Documentation on the Cluster Page 
You should not feel that you need to overload your 
portfolio with documentation items. It is not the quantity 
but the quality of documentation that is important. As a 
general rule, you need to submit only those items that are 
especially relevant and convincing. Items of documenta-
tion that are less relevant, confidential, or difficult to 
transport or duplicate (e.g., paintings, lengthy reports) 
can be listed on the cluster page with the notation "avail-
able upon request." 

Each item of documentation listed on the cluster page is 
assigned a letter of the alphabet. (Those labeled "avail-
able upon request'' are not assigned a letter.) Each item is 
then given a simple, descriptive title with reference to its 
source and a consecutive page number. 

The purpose of this list is to identify the specific ways in 
which your experiences and learning can be documented. 
It alerts the assessor to where documentation can be 
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found in the appendix or to whether documentation is 
available only upon request. 

Documentation items are placed in the same order in the 
appendix as they are listed in the documentation section 
of each cluster page. Appendix A would be the first item 
of documentation cited on the first cluster page; 
Appendix B, the second item; Appendix C, the third item; 
and so on. An example of a list of documentation follows: 

Transcript, Indiana University at South Bend, South Bend, 
Indiana (Appendix A, page 92) 

Transcript, Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, South Bend, 
Indiana (Appendix B, page 93) 

Course Descriptions, Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, 
South Bend, Indiana (available upon request) 

Current License, Registered Nurse, State of Indiana Health 
Professions Bureau, Indianapolis, Indiana (Appendix C, page 94) 

Letter of Verification, CPR Instructor, Goshen General Hospital, 
Goshen, Indiana (Appendix D, page 95) 

Position Descriptions, Michiana Community Hospital, South 
Bend, Indiana (available upon request) 

Certification, Rescuer in Basic Life Support, American Heart 
Association, Indiana Affiliate, Inc. (Appendix E, page 96) 

Letter of Verification of Employment, Michiana Community 
Hospital, South Bend, Indiana (Appendix F, page 97) 

Bibliography, Nursing (Appendix G, page 98) 

Course Description, Hper H160: First Aid, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, Indiana (Appendix H, page 99) 
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10 The Request  
for Credit  
Thus far, you have organized your life experiences in a 

resume, identified courses in the university catalog 
that approximate your experiential learning, expressed 
what you know in learning statements, and selected items 
of documentation to support your case for the granting of 
credit. The next-and almost final-step is to prepare the 
request for credit. 

Purpose of the Request for Credit 
Throughout the development of your portfolio, you have 
built an argument that you possess knowledge from 
various life experiences that is equivalent to college-level 
learning. In the request for credit, you will not add any 
new information to this argument. You will simply "tell 
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'em what you told 'em" by summarizing your argument 
and asking that a certain number of credits be granted for 
your learning. 

Keep the following "three Rs" in mind as you write your 
request for credit: 

1. Restate. You summarize, in paragraph form, that you 
have successfully gained college-level learning and can 
document it. 

2. Relate. You indicate the specific university course that is 
equivalent to your experiential learning. 

3. Request. You list the specific number of credits that you 
believe should be granted for your experiential learning. 

As discussed in chapter 2, your request can be for either 
course-specific or general/block credit. Course-specific 
credit, you remember, is awarded if your experiential 
learning closely approximates a specific course taught at 
the university. General or block credit is awarded if your 
experiential learning is at the college level but does not 
correspond to a specific course offered by the university. 

Ordinarily, you should write a separate request for credit 
for each cluster page. However, if a series of cluster pages 
in one subject is being sent to a single faculty assessor, 
then one request for credit is usually sufficient. Your 
advisor can help you determine when this is appropriate. 

Request for Credit Format 
The format for writing your request for credit follows. 
Use the words and phrases in bold type to help develop 
your statement. 

My knowledge of the (indicate the level of your learn-
ing by listing the words you used in your learning 
statements to express your theoretical and practical 
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knowledge of the subject, i.e., element A of the learn-
ing statement format) of (list the appropriate subject 
or title of your learning) is the result of (restate in 
general terms the selected life experiences from the 
cluster page or pages). 

My knowledge is demonstrated through (in general 
terms, restate the major items of documentation listed 
on the cluster page, noting the total amount of time 
spent in learning, if necessary). 

I have reviewed (list the department, course number, 
title, and number of credits as well as the references 
you reviewed by giving a complete bibliographic 
citation). 

My knowledge is equivalent to this course and I 
request that credits be granted as follows: (list the 
type and number of credits requested). 

An example of a completed request for credit can be 
found on the next page. The words and phrases you 
should use to develop your request for credit appear in 
boldface. Of course, these words and phrases would not 
be highlighted in your final draft. 
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Request for Credit 

My knowledge of the principles, skills, and techniques of first 
aid is the result of my nurse's training program, several biology 
courses at Indiana University at South Bend, specialized training 
in CPR, my employment at Michiana Community Hospital since 
1984, and my personal and professional study. 

My knowledge is demonstrated through transcripts, licenses, 
and letters of verification. 

I have reviewed the description of course Hper Hl60: First Aid 
(2 credits) offered by the Indiana University-Bloomington School 
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, and the course 
textbook, First Aid Book, 2nd ed., by Alton L. Thygerson 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1986). 

My knowledge is equivalent to this course and I request that 
credits be granted as follows: 

Hper Hl60: First Aid 2 credits  
or  
2 general/block credits  

The writing of an effective request for credit requires a 
final, careful review of the information provided on each 
cluster page. While it is true that the request for credit is 
simply another way of saying something that has been 
said before, I recommend that you take this opportunity 
to conduct a final inspection of the information included 
on your cluster pages. Do this in terms of time, level of 
learning, and quality of documentation. Worksheet M, 
Assessment of Time, Level, and Documentation (pages 
116-117), will help you in this process. Directions for its 
completion are contained on the worksheet. Complete a 
copy of Worksheet M for each request for credit you plan 
to write. You will find Worksheet F, Experiential Learn-
ing Estimate (page 108), and Worksheet L, Documenta-
tion of Learning (page 115), helpful in this review as well. 
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When you have completed Worksheet M, use the format 
on pages 72-73 to write your request(s) for credit. 
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11 The Finishing  
Touches  
You now are ready to add the finishing touches to 

your portfolio. These include the appendix, the title 
page, and the table of contents. 

Referencing Documentation in the Appendix 
An appendix, as the name indicates, is supplemental 
material appended to the body of a document. Included 
in the appendix of your portfolio are the various items of 
documentation that support your claim for the granting 
of college credit (e.g., professional licenses, job and course 
descriptions, letters of verification, transcripts, bibliog-
raphy, test scores). As much as possible, items of 
documentation should be official documents; that is, they 
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should be original or certified copies that are sent directly 
to the university. 

Because items of documentation are important to your 
case, the faculty assessor should be able to locate them 
with ease when needed. Therefore, you must develop a 
clear referencing and page numbering system for them. 
The items in the appendix should be assigned a letter of 
the alphabet and given an appropriate descriptive title 
(e.g., Appendix A: Indiana University Transcript; Appen-
dix B: Broker's License). Items should appear in the 
appendix in the same sequence as they are referenced in 
the documentation section of the cluster pages. (As noted 
earlier, items of documentation that are confidential, too 
cumbersome to include, or less relevant to your case can 
be made "available upon request.") 
The page numbers assigned to the appendix follow con-
secutively the page numbers in the body of the portfolio. 
If the body of the portfolio ends on page 21, for example, 
the appendix would begin on page 22. 
Turn to the appendix of the sample portfolio (pages 92-
99) for an example of how to identify and place the 
various items of documentation. Also note the bibliog-
raphy on page 98, which provides a model for listing 
books and professional journals. 

The Title Page 
The portfolio is a professional academic document, and 
so it has a formal title page. The title page follows the 
form traditionally used in graduate dissertations. Look at 
the example on page 80. 

To give a good initial impression, be sure to space the 
information on the title page very carefully. The first line, 
"Prior Learning Portfolio," is 24 spaces in length. The 
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letter "i" in the word "Learning' is in the twelfth space, 
the center of the line. Space the rest of the lines according-
ly. Note: Be sure to obtain your advisor's signature on the 
line marked "Advisor." 

The Table of Contents 
A table of contents page is included after the title page 
and before the resume. It serves as a convenient "road 
map" to help the assessor understand the structure of the 
portfolio and locate the specific items he or she will need 
in the assessment process. 

As you can see in the example on page 81, the table of 
contents consists of the major headings and important 
subheadings followed by their appropriate page num-
bers. Notice, too, how the cluster page and the request for 
credit are listed under the appropriate academic depart-
ment from which credit is being sought. (In the example, 
credit for the subject of first aid would be obtained from 
the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
tion.) Pay attention as well to how the items of documen-
tation in the appendix are listed. 

Check List and What Happens Next 
Congratulations! You have completed all elements of 
your prior learning portfolio. Use Worksheet N, Check 
List (pages 118-119), to make a final review of your 
portfolio before submitting it to your advisor for faculty 
assessment. 

After you submit your portfolio, your academic advisor 
will review it to make sure that it is in the proper form for 
assessment. Your advisor then will arrange for its assess-
ment by faculty. A faculty member will assess the 
portfolio, perhaps requesting that you provide other 
items of information or documentation if needed. After 
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the assessment is completed, the faculty assessor will 
inform your advisor of the results in writing. Your ad-
visor then will notify you of the results and, according to 
your instructions, prepare the appropriate forms for add-
ing the credits to your transcript. 
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Title Page 

Prior Learning Portfolio  

Submitted to the Faculty of  

(Name of college or university where you are requesting credit)  

for the assessment for credit toward  

the degree of  

(Name of degree you are seeking)  

by  

(Your name)  

Advisor 

(Date submitted) 
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Prior Learning Portfolio  

Submitted to the Faculty of  

(Name of college or university)  

for the assessment for credit toward  

the degree of  

(Name of degree sought)  

by  

(Name)  

Advisor 

(Date submitted) 
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Resume 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Telephone: xxx-xxx-xxxx (Home) Best time to call: _____ 

xxx-xxx-xxxx 0Nork) 

Education 

Formal 

1980-present 

1983-1986 

1983-1985 

1976-1978 

Special Training  

Health Care  

1983-present  

1987 

Best time to call: _____ 

Indiana University at South Bend 
South Bend, Indiana 

Bethel College 
Mishawaka, Indiana 

1986 
Registered Nurse Certification 
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing 
South Bend, Indiana 

Graduation with Honors 

Purdue University 
School of Electrical Engineering Technology 
West Lafayette, Indiana 

Goshen General Hospital 
Goshen, Indiana 

Basic Rescuer Certification 
8 contact hours 

Annual cognitive and performance exam in 
CPR for adults, children, and infants. 

Memorial Hospital 
Continuing Education Institute 
South Bend, Indiana 
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Communications 
1980-1983 

Employment 

1983-present 

"Perioperative Nurse Review Seminar· 
16 contact hours 
Overview of perioperative nursing role; 
review of AORN standards and recom-
mended practices for perloperative nursing 
in preparation for CNOR examination. 
"CPR Instructor Course· 
8 contact hours 
Principles of cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and skills for treatment of obstructed airway; 
practice skills. 

U.S. Bancorp 
Portland, Oregon 
1983 
"Today's Public Speaking· 
16 contact hours 
Preparation and presentation of professional 
speeches. 
1980 
"Trainers in Training· 
12 contact hours 
Adult training practices and techniques; 
classroom management; presentations. 

Michiana Community Hospital 
South Bend, Indiana 
1986-present 
Operating Room Nurse 
Involved in all aspects of OR nursing includ-
ing circulating and scrub duties. completing 
operating room records for legal documen-
tation and all other required chart forms; 
maintained accurate inventory of cardiovas-
cular equipment and supplies. implants, and 
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1978-1980 

Social Activities 

Professional Societies 
1986-present 

procedure notes; conducted patient inter-
views; served as preceptor for new 
employees and as representative to the Nurs-
ing Policy and Procedure Committee. 
1984-1986 
Emergency Room Technician 
Admitted patients to the emergency room; 
monitored vital signs; made initial assessment 
and coordinated auxiliary services such as 
laboratory, x-ray, and EKG; assisted 
physicians with examinations; used aseptic 
technique; treated burns, dislocations, frac-
tures, lacerations. exposures, poisonings, and 
hemorrhages as directed by physicians. 

1983-1984 
Admissions/Communications Clerk 
Operated switchboard and in-house paging 
system; admitted emergency room out-
patients and inpatients. 
American National Bank 
South Bend. Indiana 
Personal Service Representative 
Opened new accounts; serviced existing ac-
counts; solicited new business through out-
side marketing activities; trained staff in sales 
and product knowledge. 

Association of Operating Room Nurses 
Chapter 1506 
Denver, Colorado 
Charter Member 
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SeNice Organizations 
1985-present 	 National Congress of Parents and Teachers 

Local Chapter: Beiger School 
Mishawaka. Indiana 
1982-1983 
Treasurer 

Religious 

1980-present 	 First Presbyterian Church  
Mishawaka, Indiana  
1987-present 
Deacons 
Chairman 

Home/hospital visitation to members and 
friends of the church; provision of personal 
and spiritual support; crises lnteNention for 
members experiencing death and dying. 
1985-1987 
Young Adult Bible Study Group 
Teacher 
Prepared lessons and led discussions about 
selected books of the Bible. 

Special Interests/Leisure Time Activities 
Theater Productions 

1983-1986 	 Elkhart Civic Theater  
Elkhart, Indiana  
1986  
My Fair Lady 

Portrayed Lady Boxlngton and participated 
in musical numbers of the chorus. 
1984 
Wizard of Oz 

Portrayed Glenda. Good Witch of the North. 
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Tennis 

1979-present 

Bibliography 
Nursing 

1983-present 

Real Estate 

1980-present 

Appendix I: sample portfollo 

1983 
Murder Among Thieves 

Portrayed Angela (female lead). 

Mishawaka Tennis Club 
Mishawaka. Indiana 

1980-1982 
Member, ~0· Tennis Team 

1980 
Winner, Mixed Doubles Tournament 

First Aid; Emergency Care; Women's Health Issues 

Real Estate Law; Appraisal; Current Issues 
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1. Subject of Learning: First Aid 

2. List of Selected Life Experiences 

Education 
Formal 

1980-present Indiana University at South Bend 

Microbial Cell Biology M250. Anatomy A210. 
Physiology P204 

1983-1985 Memorial Hospital School of Nursing 

Special Training 

Health Care 

Employment 
1983-present Michiana Community Hospital 

Social Activities 
Professional Societies 

Bibliography 
Nursing 

3. List of Learning Statements 

I know the principles and techniques of first aid treatment of wounds and 
hemorrhages-specifically. control of bleeding at or proximal to the site of 
bleeding; initial cleansing and dressing of a wound; and signs. symptoms. 
and treatment of shock. including use of MAST pants-well enough to treat 
a traumatic wound. 

I know the principles and techniques of first aid treatment of sprains. dis-
locations. and fractures-specifically, elevation and Immobilization of the 
affected area; application of ice; splinting of the affected extremity or 
area of the trunk; and assessment of range of motion. pulse. and capillary 
refill distal to the injury-well enough to provide initial treatment. 

I know the principles and techniques of first aid treatment of suffocation 
victims and the unconscious-specifically. physical assessment. airway 
maintenance. and Initiation of CPR if indicated-well enough to maintain 
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my certification and instructor certification In Basic Rescuer and to assist 
anesthesia personnel in airway maintenance in the operating room. 
I know the principles and techniques of first aid treatment of burns-specifi-
cally, those caused by fire. chemical. or electrical sources-well enough to 
treat bums by assessment of respiratory status, maintenance of a patient's 
airway, aseptic handling of the burn. and observation and treatment of 
shock as required. 

4. List of Documentation of Learning 
Transcript, Indiana University at South Bend. South Bend, Indiana 
(Appendix A, page 92) 
Transcript. Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, South Bend, Indiana 
(Appendix B, page 93) 
Course Descriptions. Memorial Hospital School of Nursing. South Bend. 
Indiana (available upon request) 
Current License. Registered Nurse. State of Indiana Health Professions 
Bureau. Indianapolis. Indiana (Appendix C. page 94) 
Letter of Verification. CPR Instructor, Goshen General Hospital. Goshen. 
Indiana (Appendix D. page 95) 
Position Descriptions, Michiana Community Hospital. South Bend. Indiana 
(available upon request) 
Certification. Rescuer in Basic Life Support. American Heart Association. 
Indiana Affiliate, Inc. (Appendix E. page 96) 
Letter of Verification of Employment. Michiana Community Hospital. South 
Bend. Indiana (Appendix F, page 97) 
Bibliography, Nursing (Appendix G, page 98) 
Course Description. Hper H160: First Aid, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana (Appendix H, page 99) 
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Request for Credit 

My knowledge of the principles. skills. and techniques of first aid is the result 
of my nurse's training program, several biology courses at Indiana Univer-
sity at South Bend. specialized training in CPR. my employment at 
Michiana Community Hospital since 1984. and my personal and profes-
sional study. 
My knowledge is demonstrated through transcripts. licenses. and letters of 
verification. 
I have reviewed the description of the course Hper H 160: First Aid (2 
credits) offered by the Indiana University School of Health, Physical Educa-
tion. and Recreation. and the course textbook, First Aid Book. 2nd ed.• by 
Alton L. Thygerson (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 1986). 
My knowledge of first aid is equivalent to this course and I request that 
credits be granted as follows: 

Hper H 160: First Aid 2 credits 
or 
2 general/block credits 
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Appendix A  
Transcript, Indiana University at South Bend  
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Appendix B 
Transcript, Memorial Hospital School of Nursing 

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BEllD SCHOOL OF Nl/ltSINC  
615 North Michigan Street  
South Bend, Indiana 46601  

l&A.'!!: 	 Date of entry 

ADDRESS 	 Date of completion 

Date. of withdrawal 

BL'lTll DATE 	 Length of program 

Years DegreeEDUCATION PRIOR TO SCHOOL OF NIJRSINC 	 er
Attended 	 CreditRhh School College(•) 

Greensburg Comm High School Purdue University, West Lafayette 1976-78 36 o.s.h 
Greensburg, IN 

Year graduated: 1974 

Cr. or Hr. I	Total IFln.al
Yeeks ~r.adtLevell CU!lRICU1.UM theo/lab 

t * !Elemenrarv M,,ma" --- --·· '" 10l < -- I I • 
• Chemistrv I ClOO) 	 ' .. I '
* k:hemistrv Lab. (Cl20) ? -· 

I A (Eleir.encarv Psvch <Psv 120 Purdue 3 erl
** Hiscorv of Nursin" INur 121) ' -- I .. '·--·

~ursino I ~n "n I -
* Elemencarv Human Phvsioloov IP?0'1 	 < -· I 

* l!ierobial Cell B1olo•v {?.f?o;;n , -- I
°"* H\L"J\Bn Growth and Develon...,...,t: (PIRR\ , -- I
"* Pha nnacoloev <Nur 1211 , -· •

~uraing U 	 Of\/On '. -
an 1 ,on ,n I .... 

,.... n cal-Sur11ical Uursing II '~""' 8+
Ll t~d1cal-Surgical Nurstn~ I ..

0 uNursinR of Children 	 o, i "" 

1 	

.. ,,~, ·-Matemitv Nursino ft 

En•li•h Como 1 (End 101 Purdue 2 er) A 

(5161) 3 er A* Princinles of Sociolo2.v 	
A(Kur lZ)J 	 z er.. Nutrition

' 	 -·TTT** n--.f: ... &-•-C - o ... , ....... , ............ -.1 T---.1- (N,,r• 1?7l  
.,, J ...... 	 Q A-l :-.1•--, _eo 	 ' -- " 1----•-- TTT 

Pas, 

Qb • • •- ---' 1,.t--,,~.,J u--. 1 ~h t.l··--,,,f"" 	 n I ·-- A-

n-.1 -- -lftl a., ,.~ I.I·-	 ~4/? I< ' 0 

I 
'-" ' 1 

A-

er. I 31I
I theo. 752 I 

I lab. 1530 I 
I vac. l 

Tota1 ••v• IIP assino 2rade • D (70) 
* 	Indiana University at South Bend  

Bethel College, Misrulwaka. IN  

Clan rank: J/65  
Ra,iatratioa by eumination:  
State.____I_nd_;_1a_n~a=---------------IS1gn•ture_________________~  

Date February, 1986 	 T1tl•'-----------Oata______  
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AppendixC  
Current License, Registered Nurse  

STATE OF INDIANA  
HEALTH PROFESSIONS BUREAU  

RENEWAL NO.  

LICENSE NO.  

IS DULY CREDENTIALED AS PRESCRIBED BY INDIANA LAW AS A 

REGISTERED NURSE 

INDIANA STATE BOARD 
OF NURSING 

TO ENGAGE IN SUCH PURSUIT UNTIL 

UNLESS SUSPE:NDED OR REVOKED i¥ V.W. 
WRlnEN 
£1GNATURE------.,"'No,.f"'VXi...,,..,b.,..u,"",L'""ES"'s""s,""d(""·E"'b"'IFJ""'.f.""k1------
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AppendixD  
Letter of Verification, CPR Instructor  

@ost)en @eneral ~ospital 
200 HIGH PARK AVE , GOSHEN, INOIANA ~526 PHONE 219 533 2141 

June 20, 1988 

This is to verify that------ served as a Cardio-Pulmonary 
!'tcsuscitation (C;'R) lr;.structor at Goshen Gene,·al Hospi,al for classt:s 
offered on 4-19-86, 1-29-87, and 3-25-87. She also participated in a 
CPR up-date for instructors on 9-24-87. 

certification as a CPR Instructor expired as of 12-31-87, 

therefore she is no longer on our roster as an active instructor. 
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AppendixE  
Certification, Rescuer in Basic Life Support  

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION 
INOIANA AFFILIATE, INC. 

TH IS CE-RTI FI ES THAT 

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE NATIONAL 
COGNITIVE ANO PERFORMANCE EXAMINATIONS IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANDARDS OF THE 
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION FOR : 

RESCUER IN BASIC LIFE SUPPORT 

INSTRUCTOR'S NAME 

CARO VALID 
DATE OF CERT1FICAf10N' FOR ONE YEAR 
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AppendixF 
Letter of Verification of Employment, Michiana Community 

Hospital 

c!"•MICHIANA1 ~ COMMUNITY HOSPITAL 
An Osteooathrc lnsmut,on 

The following is the employment history of _____ with Michiana 
Community Hospital: 

June 9, 1983 was hired as a clerk for Admissions/Communications; 

February 12, 1984 transferred to the Emergency Department as an Emergency 
Room Technician; 
March 3, 1986 status changed to G.N./R.N. and transferred to the Surgery 
Department where she is currently employed. 

2515 E. Jefferson Boulevard 
South Bend. Indiana 46615 
219-288-8311 
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AppendixH  
Course Description, First Aid  

A383 Scientific Foundations of Athletic 
Training (3 er.) Classroom course 
emphasizing policies and procedures related 
to organization and administration of a 
comprehensive athletic training program on 
the high school or college levels. Includes 
advanced techniques of managing athletic 
injuries. 
A480 Care and Prevention of Athletic 
Injuries (1 er.) Course designed to assist 
student in recognizing, understanding, and 
managing athletic injuries. Methods of taping 
and bandaging are emphasized. 
A481 Practicum in Athletic Training (2 er.) 
Variety of experiences provided through 
assignments to university varsity sports, high 
school sports, middle school sports, and 
reserve programs. Students will be under the 
experienced guidance and control of medical 
and athletic training supervisors. 
A483 Principles of Sports Officiating (1 er.) 
Topics include such sport as football, 
baseball, basketball, volleyball , and 
gymnastics. Ethics of sports officiating. 
Mastery, interpretation, and application of 
sports rules. Laboratory and classroom 
experiences. (Course may be repeated .) 
A484 Interscholastic Athletic Programs 
(2 er.) An overview of the operation of 
athletic programs for men and women in the 
School of Physical Education. Administrative 
structure on national and state levels. Policies 
and procedures as they pertain to budget, 
facilities, eligibility. contest regulations, 
safe , and current trends. 
H160 First Aid (3 er.) Lecture and 
demonstration on first -aid measures for 
wounds, hemorrhage, bums, exposure, 
sprains, dislocations, fractures , unconscious 
conditions, suffocation, drowning, and 

isons, with skill trainin in all procedures. 
H318 Drug Use in American Society 3 er. 
An interdisciplinary approach to the study of 
drug use in American society. The course will 
examine the effects of alcohol. tobacco, and 
the "illicit" drugs on the physical, mental, 
and social health of the individual. 
H363 Person...& Health (3 er.) Acquaints 
prospective teachers with basic personal 
health information; provides motivation for 
intelligent self-direction of health behavior 
with emphasis on responsibilities as citizens 
and as teachers. Study of physiological and 
psychological bases for health, drugs, and 
other critical issues, and family health . 
H366 Health Problems in the Community (3 
er.) Human ecology as it relates to interaction 
of social and physical phenomena in solution 
of community health problems. Considers the 
promoting of community health, programs of 

prevention, environmental health, and health 
services. 
H461 Teaching of Finl Aid (2 er.) P: HPER 
H160. Advanced consideration of first-aid 
subject matter; orientation in methods, 
techniques, and teaching devices in first-aid 
courses; practical classroom instruction 
required. 
H46' Organization of Health Education 
(3 er.l P: HPER H363 or consent of 
instructor. Organization of total health 
program involving health service, healthful 
school living, and health instruction. Content 
and materials suitable for a high school 
health course stressed. Introduction to public 
health, functions of voluntary and official 
agencies, and textbook evaluation. 
H465 Community Health Education (3 er.) 
Place of the teacher in community health 
education programs. Considers need to 
program, various media and methods which 
may be employed, place of existing agencies 
in the program. 
PllO Dance in Elemen!My Education (2 er.l 
Instruction in fundamental, locomotor, and 
axial dance movements and the relation of 
dance movement to music. Singing games, 
simple folk dances, and creative dance 
appropriate to children K~. 
PlSO Gymnastics I (2 er.) Basic skills in 
gymnastics and procedures used in teaching 
these activities. 
P160 Condltioning (1 er.) Principles of 
physiological conditioning and development 
of good performance; overview of different 
systems. Opportunity to practice use of 
teaching skills. 
P195 History and Principles of Physical 
Education (3 er.) Understanding and 
interpretation of principles of modem 
physical education programs. Contributions 
of historical programs related to development 
of present-day programs. 
P210 Dance in Secondary Education (2 er.) 
Methods and materials of folk, square, and 
social dance skills for junior and senior high 
students. Introduction to modem dance, 
modem jazz techniques, and choreography. 
P215 Principles and Practice of Exercise 
Science (3 er.) A study of the scientific 
principles related to physical fitness and the 
practical application of principles to directing 
fitness programming in schools, recreational, 
and corporate settings. Students will be 
involved in setting up, participating in, and 
evaluating personal fitness activities. 
P228 Performance and Teaching of Field 
Hockey (1 er.) Instruction and analysis of 
skills, techniques, and strategies in field 
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Worksheet A  
Experiential and School-Sponsored Learning Situations  

Experiential Learning Situations 

Experience Time Learning 

Past 
12 months 

Past 
5 to 10 years 
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Since 
high-school 
graduation 

School-Sponsored Learning Situations 

Title of Course Learning 
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WorksheetB 
Preliminary Experiential Learning Estimate 

Time 
Experience Learning{s) Experience/Learning Level Grade Documentation 

...... 
0 
N 
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WorksheetC  
Goal Plan  

(Adapted from Human Potential Seminar, James D. Mullholland. Evanston, 
Il linois: National Center for Human Potential Seminars and Services, 1976.) 

l. I want to be granted credits toward my degree as a result of 
my portfolio. (List number of credits.) 

2. My personal target date for completion of my portfolio is 
--------· (Date) 
3. I want to achieve this goal because it will be worthwhile in the following 
ways: 

4. I can use the following personal strengths and abilities to achieve my 
goal: 

5. I anticipate the following difficulties in achieving my goal: 
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6. I will overcome these difficulties in the following ways: 

7. Creating my portfolio will take from 7 5 to l 00 hours. How many hours 
must I work on it per week to meet the target date in question 2? 

8. On what days of the week and at what time of the day will I schedule 
the number of hours necessary to meet my deadline? 

Day of the Week Time of the Day 

9. Considering the anticipated credits I hope to gain from my portfolio, I 
will receive my degree on . (Date) 
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WorksheetD 
Random List of Life Experiences 

Jobs 

Volunteer Activities 

Special Training 

Seminars and Professional 
Workshops Attended 

Travel 

Books and 
Professional Journals 
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Hobbies 

Significant People Met 

Awards and Recognitions 

Skills 

Roles Played at Work, Home, 
and Volunteer Activities 

Responsibilities 
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WorksheetE 
The Milestone Exercise 

Dates/Events Major Themes and Issues 
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WorksheetF 
Experiential Leaming Estimate 

Experience Learning(s) Time Level Grade Documentation 

.... 
0 
00 
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Worksheet G  
Subjects of Leaming  

List the titles of courses you found in the college or university catalog that 
approximate your experiential learning. 

Department and Course Title Number of Credits 
Course Number 

List experiential learning for which you cannot find appropriate course titles. 
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WorksheetH  
List of Selected Life Experiences  

1. Subject or Title of Learning:------------

2. List of selected life experiences: 
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Worksheet I 
Random List of Learning 

l . Subject or Title of Learning:-------------
2. What skills or competencies do you possess in this area? 

3. List the facts that you know about this subject. Be as specific as possible. 

4. What rules, principles. and concepts can you formulate that have 
general applicability to this subject? 
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WorksheetJ  
Outline of Course Description  

Course ntle: --------------------
Number of Credits: _____ 

Course Description Outline: 
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WorksheetK 
Learning Statements 

I know 

A. 

B. of 

C. -specifically, 

D. well enough to 

I know 

A. 

B. of 
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C. -specifically, 

D. well enough to 
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Documentation of Leaming  

Items Demonstration Source Value 
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WorksheetM  
Assessment of Time, Level, and Documentation  

As you complete this exercise, please remember that a single document 
can be used to support one, some. or all of the items listed below. 

Time 
l . Review your list of selected life experiences. How much total time do 
you estimate you spent in each experience? Express this amount in 
whatever terms seem most appropriate (e.g., years. months. weeks, hours. 
or as a percentage of your total experiences). 

2. Review your learning statements. How much time do you estimate you 
spent learning the subject while involved In the experience? 

Level of Learning 
l . Review your learning statements. Estimate the level of your learning 
using the American Council on Education guidelines on pages 12-13 of the 
handbook. Select the one term that best describes your level of learning: 
Vocational/Technical, Baccalaureate/lower. Baccalaureate/Upper. or 
Graduate. 

2. Review your learning statements. List the words you use to describe your 
theoretical and practical knowledge of the subject. Use part A of the 
learning statement format (page 59) to help you. 
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Documentation 
Review your list of documentation on the cluster page. 

1. List the item(s) that demonstrate(s): 

a . Time spent in the experience 

b. Time spent in learning 

2. List the itemCs) that demonstrate(s) the level of learning. 

3. List the item(s) that demonstrate(s) your success In learning. 
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WorksheetN 
Check List 

1. The title page Is typed and spaced accurately. 
2. The major sections of the portfolio are listed In the table of 

contents and page numbers are accurately indicated. 
3. The resume is in the specified form and includes how you can be 

reached conveniently by telephone and mail. 
4. On each cluster page: 

a. there is an appropriate subject or title of learning. 
b. the selected life experiences are keyed accurately to  

the resume for easy reference.  
c . the learning statements follow the learning statement 

format and are as specific and comprehensive as possible. 
d . the items of documentation are the most appropriate 

and convincing available and are keyed accurately to the 
Items in the appendix. 

5. A request for credit: 
a. has been prepared for each cluster page or subject area. 
b. accurately restates the Information provided on the  

cluster page.  

c . has a request that the appropriate course-specific and/or 
general credits be awarded. 

6. The various items in the appendix are accurately: 
a. Identified with a consecutive letter of the alphabet and  

an appropriate title.  
b. keyed to the documentation section of each cluster page. 
c. listed on the table of contents page. 
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7. The portfolio: 

a. has been carefully and thoroughly proofread. 

b. has had its page numbers checked for accuracy. 

c . is typed and bound. 

8. At least three copies of the portfolio are available, two to 
be submitted and a copy for your files. 
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